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Abstract
Thin-wall, cylindrical structures are found extensively in both engineering
components and in nature. Minimum weight design of such structures is
essential in a variety of engineering applications, including space shuttle fuel
tanks, aircraft fuselages, and offshore oil platforms. In nature, thin-wall
cylindrical structures are often supported by a honeycomb- or foam-like cellular
core, as for example, in plant stems, porcupine quills, or hedgehog spines.
Previous studies have suggested that a compliant core increases the elastic
buckling resistance of a cylindrical shell over that of a hollow cylinder of the
same weight. In this thesis, we extend the linear-elastic buckling theory by
coupling basic plasticity theory to provide a more comprehensive analysis of
isotropic, cylindrical shells with compliant cores. This thesis examines the
minimum weight design of a thin-wall cylinder with a compliant core, of given
radius and specified materials, subjected to a prescribed load in uniaxial
compression or pure bending. The analysis gives the values of the shell
thickness, the core thickness, and the core density that minimize the weight of
the structure for both loading scenarios. The weight optimization of the
structure identifies the optimum ratio of the core modulus to the shell modulus
and is supported by a Lagrangian optimization technique. The design of natural,
thin-wall structures with cellular cores is compared to the analytical optimal, and
the deviation about the theoretical optimum is explored. The analysis also
discusses the selection of materials in the design of the cylinders with compliant
cores, identifying the most suitable material combinations. The performance of a
cylinder with a compliant core is compared with competing designs (optimized
hat-stiffened shell and optimized sandwich-wall shell). Furthermore,
experiments comparing the performance of a cylindrical shell with a compliant
core to that of an equivalent hollow shell are performed in uniaxial compression;
the experimental results supporting the analysis are presented, demonstrating
significant improvement over the equivalent hollow shells. Finally, the
challenges associated with achieving the optimal design in practice are
discussed, and the potential for practical implementation is explored.
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Nomenclature
a Radius to mid-plane of thickness
E Young's Modulus of the shell
Ec Young's modulus of the core
Es Young's modulus of the solid the core is comprised of
F (alt)
1 a+ 8.75( a2 aA 2 )Alt
G t t alt)
h
I Moment of inertia
MBrazier Brazier moment
Mib Local buckling moment for cylinder with cellular-solid core
Meq Local buckling moment for equivalent hollow cylinder
N Uniaxial compression load per unit circumferential length
Pc Axial compressive failure load of cylinder with compliant cellular-solid core
PH Axial compressive failure load of the hollow cylinder
R Radius to mid-plane of thickness for Hutchinson
t Thickness of cylinder with cellular-solid core
teq Equivalent thickness of hollow shell of equal mass/radius as shell with compliant core
U Strain energy per unit length
w Total weight of cylinder with core
y Distance from the neutral axis
a Core modulus to shell modulus ratio [Ec/E]
a, Numerical coefficient for equation relating modulus ratio to density ratio
p (3-5vc)/ [(l+ve)(1-2vc)]
PO Numerical coefficient approximately equal to 0.58
/ Buckling wavelength parameter = 1'/c
Xcr Value of , minimizing Nx
'9 Core density ratio to shell density ratio [pc/p]
k Knock down factor
v Poisson's ratio of shell
Vc Poisson's ratio of core
p Density of the shell
Pc Density of the core
Ps Density of the solid the core is comprised of
a, Theoretical buckling stress in uniaxial compression of hollow cylinder
acr Axisymmetric buckling stress of shell with compliant core under uniaxial compression
Umax Maximum normal stress in bent cylinder
CTB Local buckling stress in pure bending
Cf Critical maximum failure stress of material
Degree of ovalization at local buckling
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1. Introduction
"Human subtlety will never devise an invention more beautiful, more simple, or more
direct than does Nature, because in her inventions, nothing is lacking and nothing is
superfluous."
Leonardo da Vinci (ca. 1500)
Throughout history man has been fascinated by natural phenomena. Inventors
have drawn inspiration from Nature to achieve some of the most influential
developments in history, ranging from the utilization of composites in structures
to the innovation of the airplane. Over the past few decades, interest in applying
Nature's model to engineering design has rapidly increased. This has been
manifest in the creation of the field of biomimetics, which seeks to develop a
better understanding of natural organisms and apply this understanding to
improve engineering designs.
For centuries engineers have emulated one of Nature's most simplistic models by
using hollow cylinders for structural supports. Today, thin-wall, cylindrical
structures are found extensively in both natural organisms and engineering
components. Typical shell radius to thickness ratios for a variety of natural and
engineering cylindrical structures can be seen in (Fig. 1.1). In nature, thin-wall
structures are often subjected to a combination of an axial compressive load and
a bending moment. The resistance of a structural support to both bending
deflection and Euler column buckling can by increased by increasing the cross-
sectional shape factor, 0 = 4z I/A given by Ashby (1992). For a hollow
cylinder, the shape factor is simply the ratio of the radius to the wall thickness,
demonstrating that the most efficient cylindrical structure is that with the largest
radius and thinnest wall. In reality, thin-wall structures are limited by the onset
of local buckling, but natural structures have been innately optimized to support
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the expected load efficiently. Plant stems, animal quills, and bird feather rachis
all have a thin-wall, cylindrical shell supported by a honeycomb- or foam-like
cellular core, which increases their resistance to buckling (Fig. 1.2). A cellular
core acts as an elastic foundation, increasing the resistance of the shell to local
buckling while reducing the weight of the overall structure. We examine the
applicability of extending Nature's model into engineering structures where
minimizing the weight of the structure is an essential component of design, such
as space shuttle fuel tanks, aircraft fuselages, and offshore oil platforms.
Previous studies of elastic buckling have suggested a thin-wall, isotropic,
cylindrical shell, supported by a compliant core, can achieve a higher buckling
load than an equivalent hollow shell of the same weight and radius both for
uniaxial compression and pure bending. Brazier (1927) first developed a
tractable formulation for the flexure of a hollow, thin-wall, cylindrical shell based
on St. Venant's theory. Decades later, Seide and Weingarten (1961) developed a
theory for the external hydrostatic buckling pressures on long, thin-wall,
isotropic cylinders with elastic cores by neglecting the effects of shear stresses
between the core and the shell and utilizing linear-elastic theory. Seide (1962)
further analyzed the stability under axial compression and lateral pressure of
simply-supported, cylindrical shells with a soft, elastic core. He used Batdorf's
modified Donnell's equation modified to account for the spring constant of the
compliant core and subjected to the assumptions that no shear stress acts
between the shell and the core, so the shell is assumed to support the entire axial
load and the core acts only to support a normal pressure. He concluded the
critical stress under axial compression increases with increasing core modulus in
much the same way as the critical stress of an unfilled cylinder increases with
internal pressure, and an elastic core acts to increase the critical external pressure
more significantly than the axial load. Further analysis of an axially compressed,
long, thin-wall, cylindrical shell with an elastic core was conducted by Yao
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(1962). He assumed sinusoidal buckling in both the axial and circumferential
directions, continuity in the displacements between the shell and the core during
buckling, the shell supports the entire axial compressive load, and that the core
modulus is much lower than the shell modulus. His results were similar to
Siede's (1962). Yao (1965) expanded his investigation to analyze the bending of a
thin-wall, elastic cylinder with a compliant core due to ring loading. Herrmann
and Forrestal (1965) modeled the shear stresses between the shell and the core as
an initial surface pressure. They applied Armensakas and Herrmann's (1963)
linearized theory for an elastic body under initial stress to derive an expression
for the external hydrostatic buckling pressure of a long, thin-wall cylindrical
shell with a compliant core. They determined the initial shear stresses between
the shell and the core, which had previously been neglected, can be significant,
acting like a hydrostatic pressure.
More comprehensive studies were conducted on anisotropic cylindrical shells
containing elastic cores by Holston (1967) and Bert (1971). Batterman (1965) used
basic J2 incremental theory and J2 deformation theory to analyze the plastic
buckling of cylindrical shells under axial compression, and compared their
results with experiments. Additional studies were conducted under various
loading scenarios. Reddy and Calladine (1977) analyzed elastic, thin-wall,
cylindrical shells subjected to pure bending and internal pressure. Reddy (1979)
extended this analysis into the plastic range, performing experimental
investigations of the plastic buckling of cylindrical shells subjected to pure
bending. Ades (1957) and Gellin (1980) further analyzed cylindrical shells in
bending by accounting for the prebuckling ovalization and determined a limit
moment in the inelastic range for infinitely long cylinders. Karam and Gibson
(1995a) analyzed the elastic buckling of a thin, isotropic cylindrical shell with a
compliant elastic core to develop a simplified analysis for axisymmetric buckling
in uniaxial compression. They compared the buckling resistance of cylindrical
shells with a compliant core to that of an equivalent hollow shell of equal weight,
17
and determined the shells with compliant cores are significantly more resistant
to local buckling failure.
Previous experimental results have supported these analyses. Karam and
Gibson (1995a) conducted experiments on the elastic buckling of thin-wall
cylindrical shells with elastic cores under uniaxial compression. The
experimental results consistently demonstrated that thin wall shells with elastic
cores outperformed the equivalent hollow counterparts, but the experimental
results for the buckling load varied widely with respect to the expected values.
The results gave buckling loads ranging from 30% to 90% of the predicted values
with typical results on the order of 70% of the theoretical values.
The need for highly efficient, lightweight structures in aerospace has led to the
study of developing optimal weight designs of thin-wall, cylindrical shells with
compliant cores. Agarwal and Sobel (1977) examined the optimum designs for
unstiffened, hat-stringer-stiffened, and honeycomb sandwich cylinders under
axial compression. Budiansky (1998) and Hutchinson and He (2000) both
studied the minimum weight designs structures with metallic foam cores in
compression. Recent advances in manufacturing techniques of honeycomb and
foam core materials have made implementation of structural cores in commercial
applications more practical.
In this thesis, we extend the linear-elastic buckling theory from Karam and
Gibson (1995a) by coupling basic plasticity theory to provide a more
comprehensive analysis of isotropic, cylindrical shells with compliant cores. The
goal of this thesis is to examine the minimum weight design of thin-wall,
cylindrical shells with compliant cores subjected to uniaxial compression and
pure bending. The minimum weight design based on an optimal ratio of the core
modulus to shell modulus for both loading scenarios is found to be the same
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function of the material properties of the shell and the core. For a thin-wall shell,
the optimal modulus ratio is independent of the core geometry and shell radius
to shell thickness ratio. For a given radius and length of the cylinder, required
critical load, and shell and core materials, design equations for the shell
thickness, the core thickness, and the core density that minimize the weight of
the structure are presented. The improvement in the ratio of the critical load of
the optimized shell with compliant core over an equivalent hollow shell of the
same weight and radius is also examined. The improvement in the critical load
ratio for uniaxial compression and pure bending are defined as P[c]/P[H] and
M[cJ/M[H], respectively, and found to be due to the elastic core acting as an
elastic foundation to increase the resistance to local buckling.
The design of natural, thin-wall structures with cellular cores is found to strongly
support the analytical optimization. However, the modulus ratio of natural
structures has a large deviation around the theoretical optimum design, which is
explained by examining the variation in their functional utility, environmental
stresses, and material composition.
A fundamental optimization design program based on this analysis is presented
as a tool to assist an engineer in designing an optimal, thin-wall, cylindrical
structure with compliant cores. The theoretical improvement in critical load-
carrying capacity over competing designs is also examined. The optimized
design for the cylinder with a compliant core presented here shows significant
theoretical improvements over an equivalent hollow cylinder, the optimized hat-
stiffened design, and the optimized sandwich design. However, in practice it is
difficult to develop an optimally designed cylinder with complaint core and
achieve the expected improvement. Shells with compliant cores, which
approached the design equations, were constructed and tested in uniaxial
compression; the results, demonstrating a significant improvement over the
19
equivalent hollow shells, are presented. While the shells with compliant cores
demonstrate substantial improvement over the hollow shells, the actual
improvement is not as significant as the theoretical prediction. Explanations of
this phenomenon are discussed in detail.
This analysis further examines the feasibility of implementing compliant cores in
thin-wall, cylindrical, engineering structures where the weight to load bearing
ratio is a critical element of design. The material and structural design
constraints for introducing this design into engineering structures are discussed,
and the most advantageous engineering materials are presented. Based on the
constraints associated with thin-wall, cylindrical shells with compliant cores,
recommendations are developed and the potential for implementing thin-wall,
shells with compliant cores into select engineering structures is discussed.
20
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Figure 1.1: Radius to thickness ratio a/t for cylindrical structures
(After Karam, 1995a).
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Figure 1.2: Micrographs of natural shell structures with compliant cores: 
(a-b) grass stem (Elytrigia repens); (c-e) North American porcupine (Erethizon) quill; (a-d) cross 
section; (e) longitudinal section. Both the grass stem and porcupine quill have a foam-like core. 
(Karam and Gibson, 1995a) 
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2. Literature Review
2.1 Elastic stability cylindrical shells
The importance of columns in structures could be seen throughout the millennia,
but the essence of these structures remained a mystery until the mid-18th century.
In 1744, inspired by Daniel Bernoulli, Leonard Euler applied his gift in the field
of mathematics to the study of the first elastic stability problem. His derivation
of the critical buckling load of a uniform column under axial compression led to
the development of an entire field of structural mechanics. In the latter half of
the nineteenth century, the significance of the mathematical theory of elastic
stability was realized and applied to structures such as the Eiffel Tower and the
Ferris Wheel. The field of elastic stability has since become one of the most
influential fields in structural mechanics.
2.1.1 Elastic stability under axial compression
Elastic stability of cylindrical shells has been studied extensively. Classical
theory for buckling in axial compression was developed in part by Lorenz (1908,
1911) and Timoshenko (1910, 1914). Using linear-elastic theory and the theory of
small-deflections, elastic buckling of a thin-wall, hollow, cylindrical shell of
radius a and wall thickness teq, made of an isotropic material of Young's
modulus E and Poisson's ratio v, takes place at a critical stress of (Timoshenko
and Gere, 1961)
Et eq
00= (1)
for any assumed buckling mode. This analysis takes into account both elastic
buckling and material failure. In uniaxial compression, material failure of a thin-
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wall, cylindrical shell occurs at a critical stress equal to the material's failure
stress (e.g. for a metal, the yield stress).
The work of Karam and Gibson (1995a) expounded upon previous analyses,
examining the elastic stability of a thin-wall, isotropic shell with an elastic core.
They derived the critical stress at which elastic buckling occurs under uniaxial
compression to be (Karam and Gibson, 1995a)
acr = 3(1- v2 )c.rf 1  (2)
where mo is the buckling stress for the hollow cylinder described in eqn. (1) and
1 alt (A It) 2  2a
_V2 =Ac I + " + (Ac,./t)(a/t)12(1 -v 2 ) (2cr /t) 2  alt (3 - v )(l + v,) (3)
The normalized axisymmetric buckling wavelength parameter Xcr/t is given by
(Karam and Gibson, 1995a)
Acr. (3-VXl+v,) 3 E 3
- = 2 l _ 2 - C- . (4)
where Xcr is the buckling half wavelength divided by n.
The stresses within the compliant core decay radially such that they become
negligible at a depth into the core of 1.6 times the buckling half wavelength or
5Xcr. The thickness of the compliant core tc is taken to be this depth. The length
of the shell L is also assumed to be at least several times the buckling half
wavelength.
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The core modulus to shell modulus ratio a = Ec/E, is assumed to behave
according to the following relationships for both foam and honeycomb cores
(Gibson and Ashby, 1997):
Ec = c, ) E Honeycomb (5)
E P, , E
PC2  E Open-cell Foam (6)
PS )K E
where ps and E, are the density and Young's modulus of the solid from which
the core is made and pc is the core density, and C1 and C2 are constants equal to
1.
The thickness of an equivalent hollow cylinder teq, of equal diameter and weight
to that of the cylinder with the compliant core, is then calculated to be (Karam
and Gibson, 1995a):
teq =t 1+Lp 2 t (7)
eq 2t p_ a_
2.1.2 Elastic stability under pure bending
In pure bending, the cross-section of a hollow cylindrical shell ovalizes, causing a
reduction in the moment of inertia. As the curvature increases, the bending
moment approaches a theoretical maximum, the Brazier moment defined by
(Brazier, 1927)
27
2Brazier -21 Eat2 0.987Eat2
9 i-v 2  V1-v (8
The moment required for local buckling is always lower than the Brazier
moment. Local buckling, corresponding to a bifurcation point, occurs if the
normal stress in the compressive side of the cylindrical shell reaches the critical
stress for axisymmetric buckling. Local buckling arising from pure bending has
been analyzed by extending Seide's work and neglecting any ovalization of the
cross-section (Yabuta, 1980). Calladine (1983) re-analyzed the problem in terms
of the geometric parameters of the shell. Taking into account the ovalization of
the cross-section for a long shell, he found that local buckling occurs at
Meq =0.939Eat2  (9)
Calladine's analysis for an empty cylindrical shell asserts the maximum stress is
(Calladine, 1983)
Umax = 0cr(13) (10)
Where is the ovalization of the shell shown in (Fig.2.1).
The local buckling moment is also related to the critical material failure stress by
the following equation
Meq = . (11)
y
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Karam and Gibson (1995a) further analyzed local buckling due to pure bending.
The Brazier moment of a cylindrical shell completely filled with a compliant core
can be calculated by writing the strain energy per unit length U of the cylinder in
terms of the curvature C and the degree of ovalization zeta (Karam and Gibson,
1995a). For a given curvature the degree of ovalization is found by minimizing
the strain energy (dU/ d; = 0). The maximum moment can be determined with
dU/dC=0. Karam and Gibson included a term in the strain energy function for
the Poisson's effect of the core due to bending which should not have been
included in Cheng's analysis (1996); the correct equation for the strain energy is:
U=1C2East 1+ 4 3+E2 +3rEh2g2+ 7 E2a2. (12)
2 4t) 2 8 8a 4
Where c and P are defined as
E 3-5vc (13)
E (I +v )(XI- 2vc )
Combining the ovalization that minimizes the strain energy for a given
curvature, C with the maximum compressive stress in the shell at the Brazier
moment, and the critical buckling stress for the cylinder with the compliant core
an equation governing ovalization can be found. The ovalization equation which
must be satisfied is given by eqn. (14) (Cheng, 1996):
aa5(A t)4-2
=fl-{ F F 4l+Fl lt 43]
= l-2 = 0ll -v2 L 4_ (alt))j (14)
1-34- G 1± .75Q a2 
-2-5 Al_
t t ( al/t)
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Where F and G are defined as
F = 1+ a[a (l /t) (15)
4t (al t ))
G =1+8.75( a i2 Cit (16)
and C is defined as 5k for a partially-filled core. Note, for a completely filled
core F reduces to
F =QI+ . (17)
4t)
A numerical solution for eqn. (14) can be used to determine the ovalization at
which local buckling occurs. The critical moment for local buckling is given by
(Karam and Gibson, 1995a)
E rat2
Mb = - (I -' (F)' (G)2 (18)
V1-v 2  2
Again, this expression was modified by Cheng and Gibson to correct Karam and
Gibson's erroneous inclusion of the Poisson's effect of the core due to bending.
In order to determine the critical stress for local buckling, the moment of inertia I
is required. For a completely filled cylinder the moment of inertia of the
cylinder's cross section, accounting for ovalization is given by (Calladine, 1983)
I= ca3{t + ± 3 +5 2 (19)
4t 2 8
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For a partially-filled core, the factor F is included in the moment of inertia, and
the (2 term is neglected because C is extremely small. The corresponding
bending stress at local buckling for a cylinder with partially-filled core is (Cheng
1995a)
My (M)a(-() (20)
I Vr~t I- 3
Our goal is to maximize the improvement in load bearing capability of
cylindrical shells with partially-filled, compliant cores over that of hollow
cylindrical shells of equal radius and mass. We account for both local buckling
failure and material failure for the cases of uniaxial compression or pure
bending. We re-analyze the elastic buckling of a thin, isotropic cylindrical shell
with a compliant elastic core to develop a simplified analysis. We then optimize
the load bearing and moment carrying capacities by determining the optimal
value of the ratio of the core modulus to the shell modulus a = Ec/E. We then
explore material selection and design to satisfy the optimization and maximize
the improvement of the cylinder with the compliant core over the equivalent
hollow cylinder. Finally, the cylinder with the cellular core is compared to the
minimum weight design for a sandwich cylinder and a hat-stiffened cylinder.
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tFigure 2.1: A cross sectional view of the effects of ovalization on a hollow shell in pure bending.
The degree of ovalization = 8/a.
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3. Optimization Analysis
3.1 Optimization design problem
The optimization analysis describes the minimum weight design of a thin-wall
cylindrical shell with compliant, cellular-solid core loaded in uniaxial
compression or pure bending. The analysis assumes the radius and length of the
cylinder, the required axial load capacity, and the materials of the shell and the
core are given. The analysis finds the values of the shell thickness, the core
thickness, and the core density that minimize the weight of the structure.
A thin-wall shell with a compliant core has an overall radius a, length L, outer
shell thickness t, inner core thickness tc, and weight w. It is compared with an
equivalent hollow cylinder of radius a, length L, wall thickness teq, and identical
weight w in (Fig. 3.1). The outer shell of the cylinder with the compliant core
and the hollow cylinder are made of the same isotropic material, with density p,
Young's modulus E, material failure strength cir, and Poisson's ratio v. Similarly,
the core has density pc, Young's modulus Ec, and Poisson's ratio vc.
3.2 Assumptions
We limit our analysis to thin-wall cylindrical shells with large a/t ratios. The
materials under consideration are considered to behave linearly elastically up to
the material failure, which we take to be deviation from linear elasticity. For
simplification, Poisson's ratio has been evaluated for all of the figures using v
vc = 0.3.
3.3 Parameter optimization in uniaxial compression
For thin-wall shells with a/t > 100, the variable flin eqn. (3) for the critical
buckling stress of a thin-wall cylinder with a compliant core can be
approximated to within 5% of the exact value by (after Cheng, 1994)
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(alt) (21)
4(1- _V2 l
Substituting fl into the critical buckling stress equation then gives (Cheng, 1994)
Tcr = E . (22)
4(1 
-V v
We note that for the cylinder with the compliant core, the load is assumed to be
entirely supported by the shell. This is justified by the fact that the core modulus
in the plane of the load is negligible for both honeycomb and foam cores.
Therefore, the compliant core is assumed to behave like an elastic foundation for
this analysis. The resulting critical failure loads are given by
Pic= ratE 2 Elastic Buckle (23)
2(1 -_V2(cr
P, = 2zatou. Material Failure (24)
3.3.1 Axial failure region
In this analysis, it is important to incorporate the possibility of material failure. If
there is material failure of the hollow cylinder, then the axial load-carrying
capacity of the cylinder with the compliant core will always be less than that of
the hollow cylinder, since the shell thickness for the cylinder with the compliant
core is always less than that of the corresponding hollow cylinder.
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Here, we only examine the two remaining failure scenarios where the hollow
cylinder fails by elastic buckling and the corresponding cylinder with the
compliant core fails by either material failure or elastic buckling.
For the hollow cylinder to fail by elastic buckling eqn. (25) must be satisfied.
a E
-- > . (25)
teq V3(1_ 2 
.)f
At lower ratios of a/teq material failure occurs, while at higher ratios failure is by
elastic buckling.
Assuming that the hollow cylinder is designed to fail in buckling, we now
analyze the two possible failure modes of the cylinder with the compliant core:
buckling and material failure. The transition between the buckling and material
failure is found to depend only on the material properties of the shell and the
core because the ratio of a/t is assumed to be large, satisfying the constraint for
the equivalent hollow shell given by eqn. (25). The transition for a cylinder with
the compliant core can be determined by substituting eqn. (4) into eqn. (22) and
setting the buckling failure stress equal to the material failure stress, giving the
value of (Ec/E)ransition to be
(Ej, 2(1+ v, X3 -v)( 1-v 2  /2(26)
E _,,rasitioE
As the ratio of the stiffness of the core to the stiffness of the shell is increased, the
cylinder with the compliant core transitions to the material failure region.
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Combining eqn. (1) for buckling failure of the hollow cylinder with eqn. (24) for
material failure of the cylinder with the compliant core gives the ratio of the axial
capacity of the cylinder with the compliant core to that of the corresponding
hollow cylinder, which is referred to as the load improvement ratio, P[C]/P[H]
Pc __f at3(l -v
P) at3V2 , (27)
for > ((1+V3-v -3
As the modulus ratio decreases below the value given by eqn. (26), the cylinder
with the compliant core transitions to the buckling failure region. Using eqn. (1)
for buckling failure of the hollow cylinder and eqn. (23) for buckling failure of
the cylinder with the compliant core, the corresponding load improvement ratio
P[c]/P[H] is given by
Pc 2.27at(- -v 2)116
PH (3-vX +v E)- 2/3 , (28)
HE 2~(3-Vc)(l+VcJ, jte
for <((1+vX )( )-
3.3.2 Configuration based on Ec/E
The design problem presented contains non-linear equations with inequality
constraints, requiring an analytical optimization for the minimum weight design
of a cylinder with compliant core to be a function of only one variable. The
optimal design parameter is selected to be the core modulus to shell modulus
ratio Ec/E, and the core thickness is taken to be tc = 5Xcr. For the design problem
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presented, the maximum improvement in the axial load ratio P[C]/P[H] is found
by determining the optimal value of the modulus ratio (Fig. 3.2).
For the cylinder with the compliant core, failing in the material failure region, the
improvement in the load ratio is given by eqn. (27). Taking the partial derivative
of eqn. (27) with respect to Ec/E and setting it equal to zero, gives the value of
Ec/E, which maximizes the improvement in the load ratio. For large radius to
thickness ratios, satisfying the value given by eqn. (25), the optimal value of Ec/E
approaches zero, but the minimum value in the material failure region is the
transition value (Ec/E)transition given in eqn. (26). Therefore, (Ec/E)tranition is the
limiting value, and the optimal value for the material failure region. This
analysis assumes the shell and the core are made of the same material, but a
parametric study, varying the density of the core material, reveals the transition
modulus ratio is the optimal modulus ratio for all engineering materials.
In the buckling failure region the improvement in the load ratio is given by eqn.
(28). Maximization of eqn. (28) with respect to Ec/E shows that the ideal value
for shells with radius to thickness ratios satisfying the value given by eqn. (25) is
greater than the transition value (Ec/E)transition. In the buckling region, the
transition modulus ratio is again found to be the limiting value, and therefore the
optimal value. As in the material failure region, a parametric study, varying the
density of the core material, reveals the analysis is valid for all engineering
materials.
The optimal value for Ec/E, which maximizes the load ratio P[cI/P[H], for both
the material and buckling failure regions is the transition Ec/E given by
3/2
E 2(1+ v,)(3-v)l - 2 (2
E ,optmum 3 E (
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This analysis demonstrates that optimization of the improvement in the load
ratio in axial compression is independent of whether or not the core is a
honeycomb structure or a foam structure. It is also independent of the radius to
thickness ratio a/t, because the a/t ratio is incorporated into the analysis through
the constraint given by eqn. (25). This phenomenon is demonstrated in (Fig. 3.2)
where the load ratio is plotted against the core modulus to shell modulus ratio
Ec/E, for a variety of a/t ratios when the shell and core are composed of an E-
glass fiber composite, assumed to be isotropic.
The improvement in the load ratio for a cylindrical shell with honeycomb core
over an equivalent hollow shell is significantly greater than that for a cylindrical
shell with foam core for any given a/t ratio. This was evident throughout the
study independent of the materials comprising the shell and the core; therefore,
the focus of this analysis is primarily on cylindrical shells with compliant
honeycomb cores.
The optimization described is valid for all isotropic structural material
combinations. (Fig. 3.3) demonstrates the material independence with four
common engineering materials and their corresponding (Ec/ E)transition values.
(Fig. 3.3) also shows that the improvement in the load ratio for any modulus
ratio in the buckling region as seen in eqn. (28) is independent of the material.
Table 3.1, provided for the convenience of the reader, shows the material
properties used to generate the figures. In order to compare the cylinder with
the compliant core to a hollow cylinder of equal weight, the density of the core is
required. For consistency (Fig. 3.3) assumes the shell and the core are composed
of the same material. Optimization of Ec/E based on the maximum improvement
in the load ratio for a given design implies minimization of the weight for a
prescribed axial load.
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If a core is very compliant, it does not act as an elastic foundation, and the
cylinder behaves as if it were hollow. A general guideline for the minimum
value of the modulus ratio, for which the cylinder with a compliant core behaves
like a hollow cylinder can be derived graphically from (Fig. 3.4). The minimum
modulus ratio for the core to act as an elastic foundation is given by the equation
of the trend line shown in (Fig. 3.4)
E >4 
. (30)
E a)_
For modulus ratios satisfying eqn. (30) the normalized axisymmetric buckling
wavelength parameter is found to be constant as the radius to thickness ratio is
increased, signifying the core acts as an elastic foundation to support the shell. A
more useful guideline derived analytically can be found for the improvement in
the load ratio by setting the load ratios found in eqn. (27) and eqn. (28) equal to
one. Assuming Poisson's ratios are given as v=vc=0.3 and teq is 15% larger than t
(from typical experimental data), the minimum modulus ratio which results in
improvement of the cylinder with the compliant core over the equivalent hollow
cylinder is given to be:
E > - ]- (31)
E _3 a
For the cylinder with a compliant core to outperform an equivalent hollow
cylinder the optimal modulus ratio given in eqn. (29) must satisfy eqn. (31).
Based on the optimal modulus ratio, the value of the relative core density pc can
then be determined, assuming honeycomb and foam cores behave according to
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eqn. (5) and eqn. (6), respectively. Therefore, the optimum value of the relative
core density Pc, is given by:
1/2
PC Ap2 ( + vE)( 3
, Ev,) v f j <
3 E
Honeycomb (32)
Pc = p 2(l 3
(1/2 /4Ef E7_.CE Foam (33)
Given that elastic buckling and material failure occur simultaneously, eqn. (24)
can be rearranged to give the optimal value of the shell thickness that maximizes
the load-carrying capacity of the cylinder with the compliant core
P
t = . (34)
Substituting eqn. (29) into eqn. (4) gives the buckling wavelength parameter as
-1/2
21 __
t 2r(1- v2)fI (35)
Since the thickness of the compliant core tc is given as 1.6 times the buckling half
wavelength, or 5kcr, the optimal core thickness is given as
- 1/2
5P E
tC = 4 (I- v2 ).7 (36)
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Equations (32), (33), (34), and (36) then give the core density, the shell thickness,
and the core thickness that minimize the weight of a cylinder with compliant
honeycomb or foam core for a prescribed axial load.
3.3.3 Lagrange optimization methods in axial compression
Minimum weight optimization techniques are often based on the method of
Lagrange multipliers. However, because Lagrangian optimization techniques
are not valid for multi-variable, non-linear equations with inequality constraints,
we utilize a technique of assuming multiple failure modes occur simultaneously
to reduce inequality constraints into equality constraints. The auxiliary function,
F(t, tc), characterizing the minimum weight of the shell, is given by
F(t,t, )=2rL atp+tP p(a -tc -- A N -tO-F1 2 N - Et ,2 .(37)
2) 4(l 
_v 2(7
where eqn. (4) can be substituted for Xcr/t and eqn. (5) (for a honeycomb core) or
eqn. (6) (for a foam core) can be rearranged to replace pc. The weight
optimization given in eqn. (37) is based on optimization of the thickness of the
face t and the thickness of the core tc. We assume the thickness of the core is still
equal to 5Xcr, which is a function of the shell thickness and the core modulus as
seen in eqn. (4). This technique is therefore equivalent to an optimization based
on the shell thickness and the core modulus but is presented in a more tractable
form with less mathematical complexity.
Assuming both constraints are active and buckling and material failure occur
simultaneously, a Lagrangian optimization verifies the previous analysis.
Substituting the partial derivative of eqn. (37) with respect to M1 into the partial
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derivative of eqn. (37) with respect to X2 and solving for the modulus ratio gives
the optimal value in eqn. (29).
We prove the assumption that the minimum weight occurs when both failure
modes are active by examining each constraint separately. Assuming the only
active constraint is X1, corresponding to the material failure region, the
Lagrangian optimization shows the minimal weight of the cylinder with the
compliant core occurs for a shell thickness according to eqn. (36) coupled with
the largest core thickness achievable. As seen by substituting tc=5xc into eqn. (4)
the largest core thickness practicable would drive the optimal solution for a
cylinder with compliant core in the material failure region toward the buckling
region. A similar result is found if the only active constraint is X2, corresponding
to the buckling region. In this region the optimal value for the shell thickness is
as large as attainable while the optimal value for the core thickness is as small as
achievable. Both the optimal shell thickness and core thickness drive the optimal
cylinder with compliant core in the buckling region toward the material failure
region. This technique verifies the minimum weight of the shell occurs when the
buckling and material failure modes occur simultaneously, supporting the
previous optimization method outlined in this paper.
3.4 Pure bending failure region
Local buckling corresponding to a bifurcation point occurs if the normal stress in
the cylindrical shell reaches the critical stress for axisymmetric buckling
described in eqn. (2). The moment of inertia for a hollow shell found in eqn. (11)
can be simplified assuming a large radius to thickness ratio giving
I = ra3 t. . Hollow (38)
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The moment of inertia for a cylinder with a partially-filled core given in eqn. (39)
can be derived from eqn. (19), accounting for the effect of the partially-filled core
and neglecting the (2 term because ( is very small.
I= ta3tF(1 -;<) Compliant Core (39)
Once again, we consider the possibility of material failure. As in axial
compression, if the hollow cylinder fails by material failure, then the moment
carrying capacity ratio M[c]/M[H will never have a significant improvement since
the cylinder with the compliant core will have a thinner wall than the equivalent
hollow cylinder. Table 3.2 provides a summary used for this analysis of the
critical moments for the hollow cylinder and the cored-cylinder.
Assuming both cylinders fail in material failure, the improvement in the moment
ratio is given by
-c tF 
~. (40)
MH (1-Oeq
For this failure scenario the moment improvement ratio will always be
approximately equal to 1. By definition, the thickness, t, of the shell with the
compliant core is always less than that of the equivalent thickness, teq, of the
hollow shell. The ovalization, C is always less than 1, and for large a/t ratios, on
the order of 100, the ovalization approaches zero. For a shell with a compliant
core, the ratio of y is always nearly unity. It is possible for the moment ratio to
display a slight improvement, but for engineering materials with Ec/E < 0.1, the
improvement will not exceed one by more than 5%. Therefore, significant
improvements are not attainable unless the hollow cylinder fails by buckling.
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Here, we only examine the two remaining failure scenarios where the shell with
the compliant core fails by either material failure or elastic buckling, and the
corresponding hollow shell fails by elastic buckling.
Similar to the axial compression derivation, using eqn. (9), eqn. (11), and eqn.
(38), it can be shown the equivalent hollow shell must satisfy eqn. (41) in order to
fail by elastic buckling
a .939E
-> 2 (41)
teq /T 1-v
At lower ratios of a/teq material failure occurs, while at higher ratios failure is by
elastic buckling. Evaluating Poisson's ratio as 0.3, shows the a/t transition for a
hollow shell in pure bending to be approximately one-half the value for axial
compression. This lower transition allows for a larger variety of engineering
materials to be used in the design of shells with compliant cores against failure in
pure bending.
Assuming that the hollow shell is designed to fail in buckling, we now analyze
the two possible failure modes of the cylinder with the compliant core: buckling
and material failure. The transition between the buckling and material failure is
found to depend only on the material properties of the shell and the core because
the ratio of a/t is assumed to be large and greater than the a/teq ratio of the
equivalent hollow shell given by eqn. (41). Using eqn. (18) and eqn. (19), the
transition between elastic buckling and material failure regions for a shell with a
compliant core can be determined by assuming the failure modes occur
simultaneously. The value of Ec/ Etransition is given by
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The modulus transition value for pure bending in eqn. (42) resembles the
modulus transition ratio for axial compression in eqn. (26). For large a/t ratios,
the ovalization approaches zero, and the modulus transition ratios Ec/Etransition
for both axial compression and pure bending are identical.
Assuming the hollow shell is designed to fail in buckling, we now analyze the
two possible failure modes of the shell with the compliant core. For relatively
lower a/t ratios, the shell with the compliant core typically fails by material
failure. For this scenario, using eqn. (9) and eqn. (11), the corresponding
improvement M[c]/M[H] is given by
Mc zf atF(12W(1-v2 ) Ma(1-
M, .939(l-4)Et 2  for Or< tF( - (43)eq 2rt~-Y(3
For relatively higher a/t ratios, the cylinder with the compliant core typically
fails by buckling. For this scenario, the corresponding improvement M[c]/M[H] is
given by eqn. (9) and eqn. (18)
N2
S1.065zr t J(I - ) 5FG for > Ma(1-)
(MH J eq 2 aF(-{
3.4.1 Pure bending optimization based on Ec/E
The methodology for optimization in pure bending is identical to the
methodology used for axial compression. Analyzing the partial derivatives of
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the moment ratios in both failure regions demonstrates the minimum weight
design occurs when the shell with the compliant core is designed to fail in elastic
buckling and material failure simultaneously. The derivatives of the functions
given in eqn. (43) and eqn. (44) are complex and require the assumption of a
large radius to thickness ratio in order to reduce to a tractable form. In the limit
that the radius is much larger than the thickness, the maximum improvement in
the moment ratio M[cI/M[H in pure bending is given as the bending modulus
transition ratio in eqn. (42). This solution is valid for all combinations of
engineering materials. For large a/t ratios, ovalization is typically two to four
orders of magnitude smaller than 1. Neglecting ovalization reduces the optimal
modulus ratio for pure bending to that found in axial compression, given by eqn.
(29), with error on the order of 1%.
The minimum weight optimization techniques based on Lagrange multipliers
method can also be used to verify this result. Again, we utilize the technique of
assuming multiple failure modes occur simultaneously to reduce the inequality
constraints into equality constraints. The auxiliary function, F(t, tc),
characterizing the minimum weight of the shell, is given by
JFM 77 tF(1 3~4 %IF__ __ ___ __ _
tt, 0 -F a 2 1 - ( 17Eat 2 5 -?5 (45)
F Z~e =2L atp+t,p, a--L)- At - -22
2 4-5)
where eqn. (4) can be substituted for ,cr/t and eqn. (5) (for a honeycomb core) or
eqn. (6) (for a foam core) can be rearranged to replace pc. The weight
optimization given in eqn. (45) is based on optimization of the thickness of the
face t and the thickness of the core t. We assume the thickness of the core is still
equal to 5kcr, which is a function of the shell thickness and the core modulus as
seen in eqn. (4). This technique is therefore equivalent to an optimization based
on the shell thickness and the core modulus but is presented in a more tractable
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form with less mathematical complexity. This technique verifies the minimum
weight of the shell occurs when the buckling and material failure modes occur
simultaneously for large radius to thickness ratios.
The mathematical analysis is supported by (Fig. 3.5), which is similar to (Fig. 3.3)
for the axial compression loading scenario. The figure demonstrates that the
maximum moment ratio for each material occurs at each material's
corresponding bending modulus transition ratio as governed by eqn. (42). Note,
(Fig. 3.5) shows the improvement in the buckling region is independent of the
properties of the material, E and af. This analysis is valid for all isotropic
structural material combinations.
Again, this analysis demonstrates the optimization of the improvement in the
moment ratio in pure bending is independent of whether or not the core is a
honeycomb structure or a foam structure. However, the improvement in the
moment ratio for a shell with honeycomb core over an equivalent hollow shell is
significantly greater than that for a shell with foam core for any given a/t ratio.
This result is independent of the materials comprising the shell and the core.
The optimal modulus ratio is also independent of the radius to thickness ratio
a/t, because the a/t ratio is incorporated into the analysis through the constraint
given by eqn. (41).
Optimization of Ec/E based on the maximum improvement in the moment ratio
for a given design implies minimization of the weight for a prescribed bending
moment.
If a core is very compliant, it does not act as an elastic foundation, and the
shell behaves as if it were hollow. A general guideline for the minimum value of
the modulus ratio, for which the cylinder with a compliant core behaves like a
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hollow cylinder, can be found by setting the improvement in the moment ratios
found in eqn. (43) and eqn. (44) equal to one. These equations cannot be easily
reduced to tractable functions of the modulus ratio and radius to thickness ratio.
We conservatively set F equal to unity for development of this guideline. This
approximation is conservative and valid in the range we are considering. For a
core modulus which is much less than the shell modulus, the variable F reduces
to within 5% of unity for all practical radius to thickness ratios. Evaluating
Poisson's ratio as v=vc=0.3, and assuming teq is 15% larger than t (from typical
experimental data), we find a conservative guideline for improvement in the
bending moment ratio of
EC : 2 t -3/2 (6
E 3a
This equation is independently generated by eqn. (43) and eqn. (44), and
therefore, it is valid in both the buckling region and the material failure region.
For the shell with a compliant core to outperform an equivalent hollow shell in
pure bending, the optimal modulus ratio given in eqn. (29) must satisfy eqn. (46).
The minimum modulus ratio in pure bending is lower than the minimum
modulus ratio in axial compression. This result is expected and supports the
theory that a compliant core acts more to resist local buckling failure when
subjected to pure bending than when subjected to axial compression. Therefore,
the shell with compliant core should be designed against failure under axial
compression as presented in eqn. (32-36).
3.5 Nature's optimal design
A study of thin-wall, natural structures with a cellular-solid core was conducted
by Karam and Gibson (1994). The animal quills and spines most closely match
the shell with compliant core designs discussed in this analysis. The hedgehog
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spine mimics a honeycomb cellular-core while the porcupine quills resemble a
foam cellular-core. The hedgehog spines demonstrated a higher improvement in
the axial load and moment ratio, supporting the analytical results of a
honeycomb core being more efficient than a foam core. Natural structures
further support the analytical analysis under varying loading conditions. The
improvement in the pure bending critical moment ratio is much larger than the
improvement in the axial compression critical load ratio for each natural
structure.
The primary constituent of animal quills and spines is a family of proteins called
keratin. While various types of keratin can co-exist in the same structure, quills
and spines are taken to be composed of a-keratin. The mean failure stress and
elastic modulus of compact alpha-keratin is taken to be 226 MPa and 2.52 GPa,
respectively (Crenshaw, 1980). Based on these values, the optimal modulus ratio
and the minimum modulus ratio in axial compression and bending can be
determined. Table 3.3 demonstrates a comparison of the optimal modulus ratio
to the actual modulus ratio found experimentally (After Karam and Gibson,
1994).
The average experimental modulus ratio is 0.061 with a standard deviation of
0.036. The optimal modulus ratio of 0.060 demonstrates natural structures
closely approach the analytical optimal design presented in this analysis. The
apparently large standard deviation about the mean is expected. Natural
structures are designed differently than engineering structures. In nature,
porous structures are found to have extremely small cell-sizes on the order of 10-
100 microns, which may be necessary for structural support during formation.
Engineering structures are, practically, manufactured with much larger cell-sizes.
In addition, these structures often serve to provide greater utility than support
alone. Many natural tubular structures carry a supply of nutrients which must
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be efficiently transported. These nutrients may be carried in a fluid, providing
the cells with an internal hydrostatic pressure. Thermal regulation is also an
important design criterion, which could strongly affect the modulus ratio and
core configuration. For instance, foam cores provide greater thermal insulation
than honeycomb cores and may be ideal for temperature regulation in harsh
environments. Accounting for all of these functions surely will cause deviation
from the structural optimization.
Moreover, the material properties of keratin are highly dependent on
temperature, humidity, and mechanical conditions, and keratin itself is a
complex structure. Keratin is often modeled as a multiphase structure with a
range of elastic modulus from 1.4 GPa to 4.5 GPa (Hearle, 2002) and
(Feughelman, 2000). The corresponding optimal modulus ratio range is 0.145 to
0.025, respectively. Nearly all of the experimental data lies within this range.
Therefore, the functional utility of each structure, the external environmental
stresses acting on each structure, and the composition of the keratin in each
species may account for the differences in core configuration, variations in the
modulus ratio, and large standard deviation in the modulus ratio.
Natural structures also provide insight into the difficulties in achieving
improvement in the load ratio or moment ratio in practice. Of the nine
specimens tested, only three demonstrated improvement in axial compression
over an equivalent hollow shell and only five demonstrated improvement in the
moment ratio. Natural designs indicate it is challenging to select a material and
core configuration which results in improvement over an equivalent hollow
shell.
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Table 3.1: Material properties
Material Failure
Engineering Material Modulus, E (GPa) Stress, af (MPa) Density, p (g/cm3)
Polycarbonate 2.6 66 1.2
E-glass 38 750 1.8
Aramid 83 1300 1.4
Carbon Fiber 220 1400 1.7
Titanium 110 825 4.5
Aluminum 69 240 2.7
Selected as representative values of typical properties used for generation of figures.
Sources: Data supplied by manufacturers and Shackelford (2000).
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Table 3.2: Critical failure moments in pure bending
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Cylinder Description Material Failure Mode Buckling Failure Mode
2 .939Eat2
Hollow MH= C-FM 2 teq H 2
V1-7
-F2tF(1 - rEat2  V-
Cored M = 2 MC =
____________(1-4C) " 1-v 2
Table 3.3: Comparison of experimental modulus ratio, optimal modulus ratio, and minimum
modulus ratio for animal quills and spines
Animal Common Experimental Optimal Axial Bending
(genus/species) Name (aft) ratio (EJE) (Ee/E)ont (EJ/E)Min (Ee/E)Min
Coendou Brazilian
prehensilis Porcupine 14.0 0.040 0.060 0.029 0.010
Erethizon North American
Porcupine 18.0 0.016 0.060 0.020 0.007
Tachyglossus
Aculeatus Echidna 2.3 0.012 0.060 0.440 0.156
Hystrix
Galeata Echidna 17.6 0.047 0.060 0.022 0.008
Hystrix Idica-
Cristata Porcupine 9.5 0.052 0.060 0.052 0.018
Hystrix
Subristatus Porcupine 10.0 0.081 0.060 0.048 0.017
Erinaceus
Europaeus Hedgehog 13.7 0.100 0.060 0.030 0.011
Erinaceus
Europaeus Hedgehog 12.5 0.100 0.060 0.035 0.012
Hemiechinus
Spinosus Spiny Rat 12.75 0.100 0.060 0.033 0.012
*After Karam and Gibson (1994).
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Figure 3.1: (a) A thin-wall cylindrical shell with a honeycomb core. (b) An equivalent thin-wall
hollow cylindrical shell.
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Figure 3.2: Axial load ratio of a glass-epoxy shell with glass-epoxy core plotted against the
modulus ratio for a range of radius to thickness ratios. (a) Honeycomb core; (b) Foam core.
Note Ec/Erransiion for E-glass is .0062.
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Figure 3.3: Axial load ratio plotted against the modulus ratio for a range of materials.
The shell and the honeycomb core are assumed to be made of the same material. All cylinders
have equivalent radius to thickness ratios, a/t=100. (a) Honeycomb core; (b) Foam core.
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Figure 3.4: The normalized axisymmetric buckling wavelength parameterL]X/t for a cylindrical
shell plotted against radius to thickness ratio a/t for various values of Ec/E. Each curve can be
approximated by a bilinear relationship. The Ec/E equation represents the minimum modulus
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4. Material Design
4.1 Material selection
The feasibility of this design has been examined for a wide variety of materials.
Based on the criteria that the equivalent hollow cylinder must fail by elastic
buckling, eqn. (25) indicates materials with low E/af ratios are ideal for the shell
of the cylinder with the compliant core. (Fig. 4.1) shows the modulus plotted
against the strength for a variety of engineering and natural materials. Using
eqn. (25) and evaluating Poisson's ratio as v=0.3, minimum a/teq ratios for
hollow shells to fail by elastic buckling are displayed in (Fig. 4.1). (Fig. 4.1a)
demonstrates that the equivalent hollow shell for most metals must be designed
with a relatively large a/teq ratio for the shell to fail by buckling, while the
minimum a/teq ratio for most engineering polymers and composites is
substantially lower. (Fig. 4.1b) shows many natural materials, such as grass
tissue and keratin, also tend to have lower ratios of E/caf and require much lower
a/ teq ratios as governed by eqn. (25).
Table 4.1 further demonstrates the importance of the ratio of the elastic modulus
to the material failure strength in the shell material, referred to here as the
intrinsic stability ratio. In order to find the weight of a shell with compliant core,
the analysis requires the shell and the core be made of the same material, based
on the relationships in eqn. (5) and eqn. (6), because no relationship exists
between the modulus and the density of a material. Shells made of materials
with a low intrinsic stability ratio have the most substantial improvement in the
axial load ratio and bending moment ratio from the addition of a compliant core.
Although material properties can vary greatly due to fiber orientation, volume
fraction of each phase, and manufacturing treatment, Table 4.1 is generated
based on the material properties given in Table 3.1 and is provided to represent
typical property ratios associated with the given materials.
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The intrinsic stability ratios are normalized by that of polycarbonate because it
has the lowest stability ratio of the materials represented. Because of its low
stability ratio, polycarbonate shows the largest improvement in both the axial
compression load ratio and the pure bending moment ratio.
Among structural engineering materials, both composites and polymers, with
E/cGf ratios in the range of 40 to 60, are candidates for improved performance
with the addition of an appropriately designed honeycomb core. For metals,
however, with E/af ratios in the range of 150 to 500, the cylinder with the
compliant core is only effective at high a/t ratios. For example, the axial load-
carrying capacity of an optimally designed aluminum shell with an aluminum
honeycomb core, where E/caf for aluminum is 300, only exceeds that of an
equivalent hollow shell for a/t > 225 (eqn. 31).
In (Fig. 4.2) the shells are made of typical engineering materials that could be
used for thin-wall cylinders, and the cores are assumed to be optimized based on
the modulus ratio a, according to eqn. (29). (Fig. 4.2) shows shells composed of
composites or polymers with optimized compliant cores demonstrate the most
dramatic improvement in the load ratio in axial compression. (Fig. 4.3) shows
an even more substantial improvement in moment ratio when subjected to pure
bending. In (Fig. 4.3) the shells are composed of composites or polymers with
optimized compliant cores.
(Fig. 4.2-4.5) are designed based on the assumption that the ideal core modulus
to shell modulus ratio could be achieved. We have discovered ideal values are
difficult to achieve, but combinations of selected materials have proven to
approach the optimal modulus ratios. Because no intrinsic relationship exists
between the modulus of a given material and the density of that material, a
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relationship between modulus ratio and the ratio of the core density to the shell
density cannot be established analytically. Therefore, an analytical optimization
of materials comprising the core and the shell cannot be generalized; however,
material selection can still be utilized to increase the efficiency of the design.
Based upon eqn. (5) and eqn. (6), if Ec/E is held constant and Es/E is increased,
pc/p must decrease. Therefore, the core density and thus, the weight can be
reduced if the material composing the core is stiff compared to the material
composing the shell for a given Ec /E. Ideally, a core material would be selected
that has a relatively high Young's modulus with respect to the modulus of the
shell material. (Fig. 4.4-4.5) demonstrates this idealization, showing greater
improvement in the load ratio and moment ratio for cylinders with compliant
cores made of a material with higher modulus than the modulus of the material
comprising the shell, E, E. The cylinders with the compliant core in (Fig. 4.4-
4.5) are assumed to be optimized according to eqn. (29). In practice, the optimal
value of Ec/E is often lower than the minimum achievable pc/ps, requiring the
modulus of the core material Es to be less than the modulus of the shell E,
significantly reducing and often eliminating the advantage of the cylinder with
the compliant core.
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Table 4.1: Load ratio and moment ratio for variable stability ratios
Engineering Material (E/ay)/(Eay)PoIycarbonatel P[cI/P[H] (a/t=100) M[cI/M[HI (a/t=100)
Polycarbonate 1.0 3.2 7.0
E-glass composite 1.3 2.7 5.6
Aramid composite 1.6 2.1 4.5
Titanium 3.4 1.2 2.3
Carbon Fiber composite 4.0 1.0 2.0
Aluminum 7.3 1.0 1.0
Based on hollow cylinders with a/t ratios of 100. The stability ratios, E/ay are normalized by that
of polycarbonate. The shell and the core are assumed to be made of the same material.
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buckling. (a) The modulus plotted against the strength for a variety of engineering materials
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5. Design Comparisons
5.1 Comparable designs- Sandwich, Hat-Stiffened, and hollow
Engineering cylinders used in load bearing applications are typically supported
by an internal-mesh supporting structure. An internal support composed of
ring-stiffeners or longitudinal stringers increases the load bearing capability of
the cylinder and makes it more resistant to local buckling, primarily due to an
increase in the resistance to material imperfections. The support structure with
longitudinal stiffeners is often referred to as a hat-stiffened structure. It has been
suggested these commonly used structures could be replaced by structures with
a cellular core. There are two types of structures with cellular cores. The first is
the type shown in (Fig. 3.1), which is the focus of this paper and referred to as
the cylinder with the compliant core design. This design uses a core, acting as an
elastic foundation, to support one face plate. The second is referred to as a
sandwich structure. This structure has a compliant core sandwiched between
two face plates. A brief comparison of these designs is shown to demonstrate
that the cylinder with the compliant core design is superior to both the sandwich
design and the hat-stiffened design.
Hutchinson used Lagrangian methods to optimize the sandwich design for a
cylindrical shell. He performed two optimization methods of the auxiliary
function, F(t, tcn) found in the Appendix I, characterizing the minimum weight
of the shell (Hutchinson and He, 2000). In the first method, he assumed the
relative core density, r was specified and performed an optimization based on
the thickness of the faces, t and the thickness of the core, tc. In the second
method, which he termed the global optimum, the relative core density, 'q was also
treated as a variable in the minimization process along with t and tc.
Hutchinson's analysis assumed the modulus ratio, cx is proportional to the square
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of the relative core density, rl 2. This corresponds to a foam core as seen in eqn.
(6). Using a Lagrangian optimization technique, a similar analysis can be
performed for a honeycomb core, assuming a is proportional to r as seen in eqn.
(5). The corresponding auxiliary function becomes
F(t,t,)=W -A2Ett/R jj 2t - A, N -2BEa 3 t ] (47)
Af1-2 3ao 1-v2
Continuing with Hutchinson's optimization method for a cylindrical sandwich
shell, an equivalent optimized sandwich shell composed of a honeycomb
cellular-core can be derived. A detailed analysis is included in the Appendix I
along with Hutchinson's optimization equations. For the first method where the
relative core density, rj is assumed to be specified, the following Hutchinson
constraint remains the same:
SN
R , (48)R 2a-,R
but the core thickness to radius constraint becomes
t- N [alt/R 
-a 2(t/R)2 q1 (49)
R ER
For the second method where the relative core density, r is also treated as an
optimization variable, optimization equations for three distinct failure regions
can be determined. The constraint relations for the corresponding failure regions
are as follows:
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Overall Buckling with face sheet yielding but no wrinkling
(a) 17 = a2 N
aRa,
t ai rq(b) - a, 
R 2a2
(c) " N [ait/ R - a2(t/ R)2 77-1 (50)R ER
Overall Buckling with face sheet wrinkling but no yielding
4t -5tc + 5a 2t/R
(a)t0= + *,7
t N F 2  1 1(b) c= N ajt/R -a 2 (t/R)27-1 (51)R ER
Overall buckling with face sheet yielding and wrinkling
(a) 2 
Ef a3
S2
___ N -
(b) = N (c) -"= - [atiR-a2(t1R)27r-
R 2o 0 R R ER
*Note: The modified constraint equation for the "Overall buckling with wrinkling but no yielding"
scenario cannot be generated analytically and must be solved numerically.
A more in-depth analysis, detailing the generation of the relations for a
honeycomb core is provided in the Appendix I along with the Hutchinson
optimization equations. Using the constraint equations found in eqn. (50-52), a
plot of the weight index versus the load index for an optimized cylinder with
honeycomb sandwich core can be developed as shown in (Fig. 5.1).
For each value of load index in (Fig. 5.1), each design has been optimized to
minimize its weight. The optimized, compliant cylinder with a honeycomb core
shows dramatic improvement over the equivalent optimized honeycomb-
sandwich cylinder, the equivalent axially stiffened cylinder, and the equivalent
hollow cylinder.
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6. Experimental
6.1 Materials and methods
We have performed experiments comparing the uniaxial compressive load
capacity of shells with compliant, honeycomb cores to that of equivalent hollow
shells. In order to satisfy eqn. (25), we sought a/t ratios on the order of 100 for
the hollow shell specimens. Shells which can be tested on a small scale with this
a/t ratio require extremely thin walls, which are rarely supplied commercially.
In addition, tolerances on the order of .125 mm severely impact the design.
Because of this, our experiments were only conducted with designs which
approach the optimal design. If the experiments were conducted on a larger
scale, the optimal design for the shell with compliant core could be more readily
achieved, and the impact of the tolerances would be dramatically reduced.
We conducted experiments with three material combinations: a glass-fiber
composite shell (Power and Composite Technologies Inc., Amsterdamn, NY)
with an aluminum honeycomb core (Texas Almet Inc., Arlington, TX), a glycol-
modified polyethylene terephthalate (PETG) shell (Flex Products Inc., Carlstadt,
NJ) with polycarbonate honeycomb core (Plascore Inc., Zeenland, MI), and a
PETG shell with Nomex honeycomb (Plascore Inc., Zeenland, MI).
A glass-fiber composite was selected as one of the shell materials because many
thin-wall, cylindrical engineering structures are often composed of composites.
Thin-wall cylinders can be easily produced with composite materials, such as
glass-fiber or carbon-fiber, because they are often manufactured in a lay-up form
around a mandrel. The optimal modulus ratio for glass-fiber composite
according to eqn. (29) is nearly achievable and satisfies the constraint given in
eqn. (31) for the radius to thickness ratios commercially available. Glycol-
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modified polyethylene terephthalate was also selected as a shell material because
it is specially designed to be extruded in large radius to thickness ratios and is
available commercially. PETG also has a relatively high ratio of material failure
stress to elastic modulus. The optimal modulus ratio satisfies the constraint
given in eqn. (29) for the radius to thickness ratios available commercially. The
focus of this study is on PETG shells because unlike many composites, PETG is
an isotropic material, which follows the assumptions presented in this analysis.
The shells with compliant cores were manufactured based on the optimal
modulus ratio specified by eqn. (29) and the design equations given in Equations
(32), (33), (34), and (36), such that the weights of the shells with and without the
core were nearly identical.
The Young's modulus and material failure stress for the materials of the shell
and honeycomb were obtained from manufacturer's data. The densities of the
shell and honeycomb core material were determined using the average of 10
samples. The mass of each sample was measured using an electronic balance
accurate to 1 gram (CS 2000, Ohaus Corp., Pine Brook, NJ). The dimensions of
each sample were measured using a digital caliper accurate to within 0.01 mm
(Fowler Utlra-Cal II, Sylvac, Switzerland). Table 6.1 summarizes the properties
of the shell and core materials.
Based on the optimization equations eqn. (32-36), the optimal shells with the
compliant, honeycomb cores and the equivalent hollow shells should be
designed according to the ideal specifications provided in Table 6.2. However,
because of manufacturing constraints and the availability of commercial
products, the thin-wall shells deviated from the optimized design. Table 6.2
shows the ideal designs and the comparable achievable designs using
commercially available products. The hollow cylinders and the cylinders with
the compliant cores were designed according to Table 6.2, but manufacturing
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tolerances resulted in deviations from the design. The wall thickness of each
cylinder was measured in 8 circumferential locations using the Fowler Ultra-Cal
II digital caliper. The diameter of each cylinder was calculated based on the
average of 4 circumferential measurements, and the maximum and minimum
diameters were also recorded. The mass of each cylinder was measured using
the CS 2000 electronic balance. A summary of the data for the experimental
specimens is provided in Table 6.3. A complete set of data is provided in
Appendix II.
The PETG shells were custom manufactured with thickness tolerances of 0.125
mm. The average standard deviation in the shell thickness for both the thin-wall
and thick-wall shells is 0.048 mm. Shells were only selected for testing if their
thickness tolerance was within the specified range and if their eccentricity, given
by eqn. (53), was less than 0.2. The average eccentricity in the thin-wall and
thick-wall shells is 0.14 and 0.16, respectively.
2
b2, (53)
where a and b are the minimum and maximum radii, respectively.
The glass-fiber shells were also custom manufactured with thickness tolerances
of 0.125 mm. The average standard deviation in the shell thickness for the thin-
wall and thick-wall shells is 0.033 mm and 0.036 mm, respectively. Shells were
only selected for testing if their thickness tolerance was within the specified
range and if their eccentricity was less than 0.2. The average eccentricity in the
thin-wall and thick-wall shells is 0.08 and 0.09, respectively. Further details are
provided in Appendix II.
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For both PETG and glass-fiber the standard deviations in the height of the shell
were negligible. The PETG shells required machining of the ends or the faces
perpendicular to the axis to level the ends and ensure equal load distribution
when loaded in uniaxial compression. The honeycomb core was then cut to size,
ensuring that the core lined the entire inner circumference of the shell without
being compressed. The thickness of each core is manufactured to a high
tolerance beyond the accuracy of the digital caliper, and the standard deviation is
considered negligible. Using a lightweight epoxy (205 Epoxy, West Systems Inc.,
Bay City, MI), the honeycomb cores were bonded to the inside of the shells by
coating the inner wall of the shell with a thin layer of epoxy and then pressing
the core against the interior of the shell. A durable air bladder (Plas Tech Sealing
Technologies, LLC, Corona, CA) was placed inside the core while the epoxy
cured in order to provide a uniform internal pressure, pressing the core firmly
against the shell. The air bladder also served to further reduce the eccentricity of
the shell.
The uniaxial compression tests were performed using an Instron testing machine
(Instron Model 1321, Instron Corp., Canton, MA). The top and bottom faces
were centered along the loading axis of the machine. A 0.05 mm thin Teflon film
was placed between the platens and the faces of the cylinder during testing to
reduce the friction and allow for free contraction and expansion at the ends of the
cylinder.
The data acquisition system used LabView code to acquire both loading and
positioning information for each test. Data was sampled five times per second
with each data point consisting of the average of two nearly instantaneous
samples, taken 1/256,000 seconds apart, to dampen out additional noise. The
deformation rate was a constant 0.03 mm/sec for all tests. The effects of
viscoelasticity were studied extensively for the PETG shells. Sixteen hollow
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samples were loaded at deformation rates varying from 0.002 mm/sec to 0.1
mm/sec. The linear elastic region of the stress-strain curve was plotted for each
sample and the elastic modulus of each specimen was compared. At strain rates
exceeding 0.01 mm/sec no appreciable difference in the elastic modulus was
found. At this deformation rate the thermoplastic shells exhibited no
distinguishable sign of viscoelasticity. After failure of each specimen, the test
was stopped and the failure pattern photographed. The data acquired was
utilized to determine the failure load for each specimen.
6.2 Experimental results
Typical load-deflection plots for cylinders with compliant cores and the
corresponding hollow cylinders are shown in (Fig. 6.1). In all experiments, the
failure mode was clearly identified as elastic buckling failure, characterized by a
dramatic decrease in the load bearing capacity and visually discernible elastic
buckling (Fig. 6.2a-6.2d). Both the hollow shells and the shells with the
compliant cores failed in the same diamond-pattern buckling mode. The Nomex
core remained bonded to the PETG shell during buckling. The PETG shell with
the polycarbonate core failed consistently when the core separated from the shell.
The polycarbonate core is relatively stiff in the longitudinal direction, which
causes it to transmit a larger shearing load than the Nomex core. The epoxy,
bonding the core to the shell, is not designed to handle a shearing load, resulting
in bond failure and premature buckling of the cylinder with the compliant,
polycarbonate core.
In this analysis, the goal is to validate the previous optimization equations for a
thin-wall cylinder with a compliant core using experimental results. The
measured failure load for each cylinder was compared with the theoretical
failure load, and the ratios of the measured failure loads to the theoretical failure
loads were used to determine the average knock-down factors. In order to
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compare the shells with compliant cores to the hollow shells, non-dimensional
weight and load parameters are used. Table 6.4 contains a summary of the
average failure loads for each shell. The corresponding non-dimensional values
are provided in Table 6.5. The complete set of failure load data and non-
dimensional values is provided in Appendix II.
(Fig. 6.3) plots the non-dimensional weight, W2R 2 Lp , against the non-
dimensional failure load, NR X10 5, for the experiments. The theoretical load for
both the cylinders with compliant cores and the hollow cylinders is based on the
minimum measured thickness of the shells. The theoretical weight accounts for
the weight of the epoxy in the cylinders with the compliant cores. A power-
based trend line, minimizing the residual, is plotted for the hollow shell data.
Preliminary tests revealed manufacturing imperfections, which were corrected in
later experiments, resulting in improved manufacturing techniques. Only the
experiments performed using the final methods, as described in Materials and
Methods, are represented.
The weight of the epoxy used to bond the core to the shell was found to
contribute substantially to the weight of the cylinders with compliant cores. The
analysis did not account for the weight of the epoxy, which acts primarily as
dead-weight. Therefore, (Fig. 6.3) plots both the non-dimensional failure loads
with and without the epoxy weight included.
Experiments were also conducted for the PETG shell with Nomex core and the
glass-fiber shell with aluminum core using denser cores than the optimally
designed core. An increase in the core density results in a linearly proportional
increase in the core modulus. According to the analysis presented, for the
designs given in Table 6.2, increasing the core modulus will result in further
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deviation from the ideal modulus ratio and a less optimally designed structure.
The experiments for both material combinations consistently demonstrated little
increase in the non-dimensional critical loads for the shells with denser cores
over the shells with less dense cores. The non-dimensional weights, however,
increase dramatically due to the increase in core density, resulting in an overall
decrease in the weight efficiency of the structures with denser cores. The results
were consistent with the theoretical optimization presented and supported the
minimum weight design for a cylinder with a compliant core based on the
optimal modulus ratio given by eqn. (29).
6.3 Experimental discussion
The experiments were modeled after the optimized designs, but differed due to
manufacturing constraints. Experiments tested both the shells with honeycomb
cores and the equivalent hollow shells in uniaxial compression. The results
showed improvement in the load bearing capabilities of all combinations of
cylinders with honeycomb cores over the equivalent hollow cylinders, but to less
extent than predicted. In (Fig. 6.15a) the ratio of the non-dimensional, measured
critical axial load of the PETG cylinders with compliant cores to that of
equivalent hollow cylinders showed gains of up to 25% for both polycarbonate
and Nomex honeycomb cores when neglecting the weight of the epoxy. In (Fig.
6.15b) the ratio of the measured axial failure load of the glass-fiber cylinders with
aluminum, honeycomb cores to that of the equivalent hollow cylinders did not
demonstrate consistent or significant gains, but did achieve a gain of 13%. The
improvement in the non-dimensional load to non-dimensional weight ratio over
the equivalent hollow shell was not as significant as expected for any of the
designs. The glass-fiber cylinders performed significantly below the theoretical
prediction, possibly due to anisotropic effects which were not accounted for in
the analysis. During loading, glass-fiber cylinders continually delaminated,
weakening the structure, which reduced the usefulness of the results. Therefore,
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we analyzed the results of the PETG based cylinders in more depth because they
more closely followed the theoretical assumptions. The PETG based hollow
shells performed as predicted when accounting for the expected knock-down
factor, but the shells with the compliant cores did not behave as predicted. The
greater than expected reduction in the load bearing capabilities of the shells with
compliant cores can be attributed to several factors, including the epoxy weight,
the increased sensitivity to the shell thickness tolerance, the increased sensitivity
to imperfections, the core separation during loading, and the buckling mode and
wavelength.
(Fig. 6.3) shows the non-dimensional weights of the cylinders with the compliant
cores with and without the weight of the epoxy. Optimal manufacturing
resulted in the epoxy increasing the weight of the specimen on the order of 15%.
With our best bonding technique, we found a significant fraction of the epoxy is
not used in bonding the core to the cylinder and results only in additional dead
weight. A careful balance must be achieved to minimize the weight of the epoxy
while maintaining its bonding strength. Theoretical predictions do not account
for the additional weight of the epoxy in the cylinders with the compliant cores.
It has been shown this effect impacts the overall weight significantly and can
reduce the effectiveness of the cylindrical shell with the compliant core.
The cylinders were also manufactured with thickness tolerances of 0.125 mm,
which is roughly 15% of the shell thicknesses. Because the cylinders with
compliant cores have a thinner shell than the hollow cylinders, the impact of the
thickness tolerances may have reduced their load bearing capability significantly
more than that of the hollow cylinders.
The cylinders with the compliant cores also failed in part to achieve the expected
load improvement over the hollow cylinders because they were more susceptible
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to imperfections and eccentricity than the thicker-wall hollow cylinders. In
general, cylindrical shells are extremely sensitive to imperfections and
eccentricity under axial compression. Imperfection sensitivity is taken into
account by introducing a knock-down factor, K. The expected critical stress of
the imperfect shell is then represented as KGcr. Knock-down factors have been
well established empirically. According to Vandepitte and Rathe (1980), the
theoretical knock-down factor in axial compression of hollow shells is given by
.83
l+.012 a/<212
t , for /t (53a)
.70
l+.01 a > 212
t , for " . (53b)
The theoretical knock-down factors for hollow cylinders with a/t ratios of 70 and
83, corresponding to the hollow cylinder and the cylinder with the compliant
core are determined to be .64 and .61, respectively. The average measured
knock-down factors for the hollow PETG shell, the PETG shell with the Nomex
core, and the PETG shell with the polycarbonate core were found to be .57, .36,
and .30, respectively. We theorized that the core in the cylinders with the
compliant core would act to reduce the sensitivity to imperfections. This result
was not verified. The larger knock-down factor for the PETG shell with
polycarbonate core can be explained by separation of the core from the shell
during loading.
The PETG shell with the polycarbonate core failed consistently when the core
separated from the shell. The polycarbonate core is relatively stiff in the
longitudinal direction, which causes it to transmit a larger shearing load than the
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Nomex core. The epoxy, bonding the core to the shell, is not designed to handle
a shearing load, resulting in bond failure and premature buckling of the cylinder
with the compliant, polycarbonate core. The larger knock-down factor for the
PETG shell with the polycarbonate core can be attributed in part to the shear
stress on the epoxy between the core and the shell.
The expected buckling mode for the cylinders with the compliant cores was an
axisymmetric mode with a lower wavelength than the diamond-pattern found
for hollow cylinders. The predicted half buckling wavelength is linearly
dependent on the shell thickness, which in the experiments presented is
relatively thin. The half buckling wavelengths in the axisymmetric mode for the
PETG shells with Nomex cores and the PETG shells with polycarbonate cores
were 2.25 and 3.67 mm, respectively. Both of these dimensions are less than the
cell-size of their respective honeycomb cores, demonstrating the honeycomb was
not acting as a continuum elastic foundation.
This observation also accounts for the unexpected failure mode of the cylinder
with the compliant core. The core is designed to change the buckling mode to an
axisymmetric buckling mode, but the buckling wavelength being smaller than
the cell-size of the honeycomb results in the shell with compliant core failing in
the same asymmetric, diamond-pattern buckling mode as the hollow shell.
Overall, the relatively small buckling wavelength may contribute significantly to
the reduction in load bearing capacity of the shell with the compliant core below
that expected theoretically. In larger scale systems, the shell thickness would
increase along with the buckling wavelength, and many of these challenges
would be eliminated.
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Table 6.1: Mechanical properties of the shell and core materials
Material Failure Density,
Engineering Material Modulus, E (GPa) Stress, cy (MPa) p (g/cm 3)
PETG 1.9 50 1.22 (3.28E-2)
E-glass composite 16 280 1.86 (6.08E-2)
Polycarbonate Core 0.17 1.4 0.0670 (2.96E-3)
Nomex Core 0.041 .59 0.0232 (2.OOE-4)
Aluminum Core 0.069 .38 0.0165 (7.01E-4)
The modulus and material failure stress are from the material supplier. The core moduli are in
the direction perpendicular to the plane of the cells. () The values in parentheses are the standard
deviation. The core density is based on specimens with a 12.7 mm core thickness.
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Table 6.2: Optimal design configurations and comparable achievable design configurations
Ideal Hollow Cored- Core Core Mod. Load
VS Shell Core Radius, Shell Shell Thick Density Ratio Ratio
Actual Material Material a (m) Thick teq Thick t tc pc 3 EcIE P[CI/P[H](mm) (mm) (mm) (g/cm3)
Ideal PETG Nomex 0.064 0.864 0.762 12.4 0.0105 0.0094 2.8
Actual PETG Nomex 0.064 0.940 0.762 9.40 0.0240 0.0214 2.4
Ideal PETG PC 0.064 0.838 0.762 12.4 0.0067 0.0094 3.0
Actual PETG PC 0.064 1.04 0.762 5.84 0.0720 0.0893 1.9
Ideal E-Glass AL 0.105 0.838 0.813 16.5 0.0032 0.0051 3.4
Actual E-Glass AL 0.105 0.940 0.813 17.3 0.0165 0.0043 2.4
Poisson's ratio is assumed to be 1/3 for all materials. Material properties based on data from the
manufacturer. PC represents polycarbonate. AL represents aluminum
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Table 6.3: Specimen dimensions for PETG and glass-fiber shells
Shell Min. Shell Core
Shell Core Radius Thickness Thickness Thickness Height Weight
Material Material (mm) (mm) (mm) (m) (N)
PETG Nomex 0.064 0.799 0.773 9.525 0.195 0.896
PETG PC 0.064 0.779 0.754 3.378 0.201 0.910
PETG Hollow 0.064 0.960 0.935 N/A 0.202 0.886
PETG Hollow 0.064 0.792 0.769 N/A 0.200 0.743
Glass-
Fiber Aluminum 0.105 0.816 0.765 13.716 0.177 2.091
Glass-
Fiber Hollow 0.105 1.067 1.016 N/A 0.177 2.335
The data provided here is the average of all experimental data. A complete set of data can be
found in Appendix II. All of the cores are honeycomb structure. The hollow PETG specimens
are for thick and thin wall samples. The weight of the epoxy is not included, typically adding
15% to the weight of the specimen.
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Table 6.4: Specimen failure loads for PETG and glass-fiber shells
Actual Actual Theoretical Theoretical Knock
Shell Core Failure Standard Failure Standard Down
Material Material Load (kN) Deviation Load (kN) Deviation Factor
PETG Nomex 5.03 0.20 13.87 0.23 0.36
PETG PC 4.47 0.26 14.68 0.47 0.30
PETG Hollow 3.69 0.19 6.20 0.41 0.60
PETG Hollow 2.23 0.10 4.17 0.28 0.53
Glass-Fiber Aluminum 21.57 2.95 141.00 2.24 0.15
Glass-Fiber Hollow 33.25 12.58 64.85 18.83 0.50
The data provided here is the average of all experimental data. A complete set of data can be
found in Appendix II. All of the cores are honeycomb structure. The hollow PETG specimens
are for thick (above) and thin (below) wall samples. The theoretical failure loads are based on the
minimum measured thickness of the shell. This data represents the top 2 quartiles of the hollow
cylinders and the cylinders with the compliant cores based on the non-dimensional failure load
to non-dimensional weight ratio.
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Table 6.5: Non-dimensional experimental data
Shell Core
Material Material N/ERx10 5  W/2nR2Lp (w/o E) W/2rR 2Lp
PETG Nomex 10.17 0.0151 0.0153
PETG PC 9.00 0.0149 0.0151
PETG Hollow 7.49 0.0145 0.0145
PETG Hollow 4.49 0.0121 0.0121
Glass-Fiber Aluminum 1.93 0.0094 0.0095
Glass-Fiber Hollow 2.98 0.0105 0.0105
Data used for (Fig. 6.3).
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Figure 6.1: Experimental load vs. displacement curves for shells loaded in uniaxial compression.
(a) PETG hollow shell. (b) PETG hollow shell with Nomex core. (c) PETG shell with
polycarbonate core. (d) Glass-fiber hollow shell. (e) Glass-fiber shell with aluminum core.
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Figure 6.2a: PETG shell with Nomex honeycomb core.
Figure 6.2b: PETG shell with polycarbonate honeycomb core.
Figure 6.2c: Glass-fiber shell with aluminum honeycomb core.
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Figure 6.2d: Buckling of hollow PETG shell and hollow glass-fiber shell.
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Figure 6.3: Experimental results for shells with and without cores loaded in uniaxial compression.
(a) Glycol-modified polyethylene terephthalate shells. (b) Glass-fiber shells. The non-dimensional
critical load plotted vs. both the non-dimensional weight with epoxy (outlined) and without
epoxy (solid). The epoxy typically increases the total weight by 15%.
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7. Discussion
In nature, thin-wall cylindrical shells are commonly supported by a compliant
cellular core. This analysis discusses the applicability of extending Nature's
model into thin-wall, engineering structures, such as space shuttle fuel tanks,
aircraft fuselages, and offshore oil platforms. Currently, engineering shells used
in load bearing applications are typically supported by an internal-mesh
supporting structure. An internal support composed of ring-stiffeners or
longitudinal stringers increases the load bearing capability of the cylinder and
makes it less sensitive to defects and more resistant to buckling. The support
structure with longitudinal stiffeners is often referred to as a hat-stiffened
structure. Recently, improvements in manufacturing techniques have allowed
for the introduction of honeycomb and foam core support structures into
commercial applications. They are primarily found in sandwich structures,
which consist of two, thin-wall face plates separated by a compliant core. Since
their introduction, sandwich structures have become increasingly utilized as an
internal support of thin-wall structures.
A theoretical optimization analysis of a thin-wall cylinder with one face plate
and a compliant core is presented here, which discusses the minimum weight
design for a given radius, prescribed materials, and specified axial load or
bending moment. The analysis is presented as a design guide for a cylinder with
a compliant core, giving the values of the shell thickness, the core thickness, and
the core density that minimize the weight of the structure. The analysis also
reveals a honeycomb core configuration is more effective than a foam core
configuration, which is supported by experimental data from natural structures,
comparing the improvement in the axial load ratio and the bending moment
ratio for hedgehog spines (honeycomb core) to porcupine quills (foam core). The
analytical analysis is further supported by natural structures under various
loading scenarios, demonstrating that a cylinder with a compliant core is more
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effective at increasing the resistance to buckling when subjected to a bending
moment than when subjected to an axial compressive load. Theoretically, the
optimized cylinder with a compliant core demonstrates substantial improvement
in weight savings over the comparable designs discussed for a given axial load
or bending moment. Achieving the optimal design, based on the modulus ratio,
requires appropriate material selection. The thin-wall shells must be
manufactured of a material which can be formed to a large radius to thickness
ratio as governed by eqn. (25) or eqn. (41). In order to satisfy both the optimal
modulus ratio given by eqn. (29) and the constraint for the minimum modulus
ratio given by eqn. (31) or eqn. (46), the shell must also be composed of a material
with a relatively low stability ratio or ratio of elastic modulus to material failure
stress. Natural materials such as keratin and grass tissue demonstrate promise
for successfully utilizing the cylinder with the compliant core design. It is
fascinating to recognize natural structures with compliant cores are often
composed of these materials and other materials with low stability ratios.
Manufactured materials such as polymers and select composites demonstrate the
greatest potential for practical engineering applications. High strength alloys
also prove to be practical for applications with very large radius to thickness
ratios, but present a challenge to manufacture and test on a small scale. In
practice, however, achieving the optimal design constraints specified with
commercially available materials is extremely difficult.
Experiments were conducted to test the theoretical optimization of a thin-wall
cylinder with a compliant, honeycomb core in uniaxial compression. The
experiments were modeled after the optimized designs, but did not achieve the
optimal design due to manufacturing constraints. While the results
demonstrated significant improvement in the critical axial load of the PETG
cylinders with compliant cores over that of equivalent hollow cylinders, the
improvement was not as substantial as predicted. The glass-fiber cylinders
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deviated significantly from the theoretical prediction due to their anisotropy and
delamination failure. The isotropic, PETG based cylinders more closely followed
the theoretical assumptions. The PETG based hollow shells performed as
predicted when accounting for the expected knock-down factor, but the shells
with the compliant cores did not achieve the predicted critical loads. The greater
than expected reduction in the load bearing capabilities of the shells with
compliant cores can be attributed to several factors, including the epoxy weight,
the increased sensitivity to the shell thickness tolerance, and the increased
sensitivity to imperfections, the core separation during loading, and the short
buckling wavelength; perhaps the most significant of which is the size of the
buckling wavelength being less than that of the core cell-size, which dramatically
reduces the stiffening effect of the core. In larger scale systems, the effects of
thickness tolerance, imperfection sensitivity, and buckling wavelength would
become negligible, allowing for more practical consideration. While the
optimized cylinder with a compliant core demonstrates promise in theory, in
practice, manufacturing an optimally designed cylinder with a compliant core is
challenging, limiting the implementation of this design to relatively large, thin-
wall structures composed of select materials with large radius to thickness ratios.
Although it is difficult to manufacture the optimally designed structures, thin-
wall shells found in nature tend to approach the optimal modulus ratio and
satisfy the design constraints presented. The average modulus ratio for the nine
samples examined was nearly identical to optimal design presented by the
analytical analysis, but the deviation about this value was significant. This
deviation can be explained in part by the formation, the composition, and the
function of the structures themselves. Unlike many thin-wall engineering
structures, natural structures must be functional as they develop and grow. This
results in natural cellular structures being on a much smaller scale than
engineering cellular structures. In addition, the material composition of natural
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structures differs from engineering structures. The structures discussed in this
paper are made primarily of c-keratin, which is highly dependent upon the
environmental stresses and is often modeled as a multiphase material.
Furthermore, natural structures perform a variety of functions, such as nutrient
dispersal, communication, and thermal insulation while this analysis determines
an optimum design based exclusively on structural support capabilities.
Therefore, a direct comparison to the analytical model is not valid but is useful in
providing a basis for support. However, natural structures provide valuable
insight into our experimental results. As realized in our experiments, natural
shells with cellular-cores reveal difficulty in achieving improvement over an
equivalent hollow shell. Only three of the nine natural specimens showed
improvement in the axial load ratio, demonstrating even natural structures are
challenged to achieve improvement in the load bearing capability over an
equivalent hollow shell.
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8. Conclusion
Analyzing natural phenomena has provided invaluable insight into engineering
design throughout the millennia. In nature, thin-wall cylindrical shells are
commonly supported by a compliant, cellular core. This analysis discusses the
applicability of extending Nature's model into thin-wall engineering structures.
The fundamental optimization analysis of a cylinder with the compliant core
displays promising results. The optimization analysis provides tractable
analytical equations, which can be used to successfully optimize the design of a
cylinder with a compliant core. Design equations are presented for the
minimum weight design of a thin-wall cylinder with compliant core, of given
radius and specified materials, for a prescribed axial load or bending moment
capacity. The optimization is based on one parameter, the modulus ratio, which
demonstrates the optimal configuration occurs when the cylinder with the
compliant core is designed to fail in elastic buckling and material failure
simultaneously. The constraints on the optimal modulus ratio reveal the most
efficient structures have shells composed of materials with relatively low
intrinsic stability ratios, such as polymers or select composites. While the core
can be composed of a honeycomb structure or a foam structure, the honeycomb
structure demonstrated a greater resistance to buckling.
Natural, thin-wall structures provide support for much of the analytical analysis.
For instance, hedgehog spines, which exhibit a core structure resembling the
honeycomb design, prove to have a greater improvement in the load ratio than
porcupine quills, which exhibit a core structure resembling the foam design.
Experiments have also shown that the average modulus ratio of porcupine quills
and hedgehog spines is nearly identical to the optimal modulus ratio discovered
in this thesis. Further, natural structures also demonstrate that shells with
compliant cores are more effective at increasing the resistance to buckling when
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subjected to a bending moment than when subjected to an axial compressive
load.
Theoretically, the optimized cylinder with a compliant core demonstrates
substantial improvement in weight savings over comparable designs for a given
load in axial compression or pure bending, including the equivalent hollow
cylinder, the optimized hat-stiffened cylinder and the optimized sandwich
designs. In practice, however, achieving the optimal modulus ratio and
satisfying the given constraints is difficult with commercially available
engineering materials. Moreover, this design is only practical for
implementation in structures requiring large radius to thickness ratios, where the
weight to load bearing ratio is a critical element of design. The experiments
conducted in this thesis showed dramatic improvement of up to 25% over
equivalent hollow cylinders, but demonstrated larger than expected knock-down
factors due to the increased sensitivity of the thinner-wall shell with the
compliant core to the shell thickness tolerance and imperfections, shearing of the
core during loading, and the cell-size of the core exceeding the predicted
buckling wavelength. All of these effects would be significantly reduced or
negligible on a relatively larger scale. Therefore, it is feasible to consider future
studies on implementation of this design in relatively large scale engineering
structures, such as space shuttle fuel tanks, aircraft fuselages, and offshore oil
platforms. Overall, the experimental results tend to support the analytical
optimization, indicating the optimized cylindrical shell with compliant core has
enormous potential to be a competitive technology for a select group of existing
engineering structures.
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Appendix I
Hutchinson's governing equations for foam-sandwich cylinders
According to Hutchinson, an auxiliary function is utilized to optimize a
sandwich-filled cylindrical shell with Ec/E=-i 2 . A sandwich-filled cylindrical
shell with the given modulus ratio corresponds to a foam core, according to eqn.
(6). Hutchinson performed two analyses where optimization is based on t and tc
and T is given and where optimization is based on t, tc, and r. Hutchinson
determined the three distinct failure regions. The auxiliary function is given by
F(t,t,7) = W -2 N 2Mac / R1- 41t/R -A2[N-2t-, 1-23[N--2BEa3tii3
rl-7 3 a, 0
Where B. is the coefficient given by Allen (1969), which is approximately 0.58.
For optimization based on t, tc, , Hutchinson gives three distinct failure regions
governed by the following equations (Hutchinson and He, 2000):
al = 2/ 1-v 2 a2 =8 /(3a,(I - v2 )
Overall Buckling with face sheet yielding but no wrinkling
3a 2 N
2a ,RC
t a,, 2
R 3a 2
"-- N [ait/R-a 2(t/R)2,7-2
R ER
Overall Buckling with face sheet wrinkling but no yielding
N 2X27-113 +5a 2 B 0213 ]- 7(B 211)2 Xq7 1'3 = 0, Where X = a, - a2Nr7-0/3
ER 2BOa2 ER
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Then, t and t, are given by
t= Nr -4/
R 2Ba 21 3 ER'0 0
Na~tR-a2(t1R)2r7-I
R ER
Overall buckling with face sheet yielding and wrinkling
r= 'E3x, ]3E77a 
, Y
t N
R 2a 0R'
tc N 2 1-1
-= = -- atiRx-ia2(tR )
R ER
Governing equations for honeycomb sandwich
The following optimization of a sandwich structure is based on a honeycomb
core, governed by eqn. (5) where optimization is based on t, tc and fl. For each
specified failure region only the corresponding constituents of eqn. (47) are
active.
Equation (47) is derived by setting the partial derivative of the honeycomb
auxiliary function in eqn. (47) with respect 12 equal to zero, which gives
N =2to-
Similarly, eqn. (49) is derived by setting the partial derivative of the honeycomb
auxiliary function with respect X1 equal to zero, giving
t N 2 877-(t / R)2
R Et p _2 3a, (IV2 )
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which reduces to
tc-'=N [aIt/R-a 2(t/R)2 7i--
R ER
The following solutions are applicable to the corresponding failure regions:
Overall Buckling with face sheet yielding but no wrinkling
For this failure region only the components associated with yielding or material
failure in eqn. (47) are active. Setting the partial derivative of the honeycomb
auxiliary function with respect to fl equal to zero gives
- 2zR3Lp
Ea2 t2 -2
Setting the partial derivative of the honeycomb auxiliary function with respect to
tc equal to zero gives
-27rRLpi7
E(t / R)a -ar(t / R))
Combining the previous two equations gives eqn. (50a). Combining eqn. (50a)
with the partial derivative of the honeycomb auxiliary function, with respect to
X2 equal to zero gives eqn. (50b).
As before, eqn. (50c) is derived by setting the partial derivative of the honeycomb
auxiliary function with respect to X1 equal to zero. Combined, the previous
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equations give the constraint equations for the buckling with yielding failure
region.
Overall Buckling with face sheet wrinkling but no yielding
For this failure region only the components associated with wrinkling in eqn.
(47) are active. Setting the partial derivative of the honeycomb auxiliary function
with respect to fl equal to zero gives
3
-27rRLtc - 21Etc (t / R)(a 2r -2 (t / R))
4/ 3E8, 0 2/3 t 7-1/3
Setting the partial derivative of the honeycomb auxiliary function with respect to
t equal to zero gives
0=47Rlp+ A, Et' (a, -a 2 71
R
(2t / R))) + 213(2poao' 3q 21 3 )
Setting the partial derivative of the honeycomb auxiliary function with respect to
tc equal to zero gives
Et0 = 2zrRlpr7 + A, (R(a, - a277
Combining the previous three equations gives the constraint equation given in
eqn. (51a).
As before, eqn. (51b) is derived by setting the partial derivative of eqn. (47) with
respect to ki equal to zero. Combined, the previous equations give the constraint
equations for the buckling with face sheet wrinkling failure region.
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-(t / R)))
Overall buckling with face sheet yielding and wrinkling
For this failure region all of the components of eqn. (47) are active. eqn. (52a) is
determined by setting the partial derivative of the honeycomb auxiliary function
with respect to X3 equal to zero, giving
N=2,Ea 2131t
eqn. (52b) is previously derived by setting the partial derivative of the
honeycomb auxiliary function with respect to k2 equal to zero. Similarly eqn.
(52c) is obtained by setting the partial derivative of the honeycomb auxiliary
function with respect to X1 equal to zero as before. The previous three equations
combined give the constraint equations for the region where buckling, yielding,
and face sheet wrinkling occur simultaneously.
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Appendix II
Experimental measurements
The average standard deviation in the shell thickness of the PETG shells for both
the thin-wall and thick-wall shells is 0.048 mm; with the range of standard
deviation going from 0.041 mm to 0.053 mm, corresponding to specimens 3N and
4PC, respectively. The average eccentricity in the thin-wall and thick-wall shells
is 0.14 and 0.16, respectively; the range of eccentricity is from 0.11 to 0.20,
corresponding to specimens 2N and 2PC, respectively.
The average standard deviation in the shell thickness of the glass-fiber shells for
the thin-wall and thick-wall shells is 0.033 mm and 0.036 mm, respectively; the
range of standard deviation going from 0.028 mm to 0.043 mm, corresponding to
specimens 1G and 3A, respectively. The average eccentricity in the thin-wall and
thick-wall shells is 0.08 and 0.09, respectively; the range of eccentricity is from
0.07 to 0.10, corresponding to Experiments 1G and 2A, respectively.
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Table Al: Specimen dimensions for PETG shells
Shell Min. Shell Core
Radius Thickness Thickness Thickness Height Weight
Experiment Design (m) (mm) (MM) (mm) (m) (N)
1N Nomex 0.064 0.815 0.790 9.525 0.201 0.931
2N Nomex 0.064 0.797 0.772 9.525 0.201 0.931
3N Nomex 0.064 0.794 0.768 9.525 0.200 0.931
4N Nomex 0.064 0.808 0.782 9.525 0.177 0.820
5N Nomex 0.064 0.794 0.768 9.525 0.187 0.862
6N Nomex 0.064 0.789 0.764 9.525 0.186 0.862
7N Nomex 0.064 0.798 0.772 9.525 0.198 0.930
8N Nomex 0.064 0.798 0.772 9.525 0.200 0.890
9N Nomex 0.064 0.798 0.772 9.525 0.198 0.916
1ON Nomex 0.064 0.798 0.772 9.525 0.199 0.890
1PC Poly C 0.064 0.762 0.737 3.048 0.202 0.916
2PC Poly C 0.064 0.813 0.787 3.048 0.202 0.916
3PC Poly C 0.064 0.762 0.737 3.048 0.202 0.916
4PC Poly C 0.063 0.787 0.762 3.048 0.200 0.919
5PC Poly C 0.064 0.737 0.711 3.048 0.201 0.904
6PC Poly C 0.064 0.787 0.762 3.048 0.201 0.917
7PC Poly C 0.064 0.787 0.762 3.048 0.199 0.904
8PC Poly C 0.064 0.762 0.737 6.350 0.202 0.904
9PC Poly C 0.064 0.800 0.775 3.048 0.199 0.904
1OPC Poly C 0.064 0.795 0.770 3.048 0.199 0.904
1H Hollow 0.063 0.991 0.965 N/A 0.202 0.890
2H Hollow 0.064 0.991 0.965 N/A 0.202 0.890
3H Hollow 0.064 0.991 0.965 N/A 0.202 0.890
4H Hollow 0.064 0.965 0.940 N/A 0.202 0.890
5H Hollow 0.063 0.943 0.918 N/A 0.202 0.875
6H Hollow 0.064 0.935 0.910 N/A 0.201 0.876
7H Hollow 0.064 0.906 0.881 N/A 0.202 0.890
8H Hollow 0.064 0.808 0.782 N/A 0.198 0.734
9H Hollow 0.064 0.808 0.787 N/A 0.199 0.743
10H Hollow 0.064 0.762 0.737 N/A 0.202 0.751
The weight of the epoxy is not included, typically adding 15% to the weight of the specimen. All
cores are honeycomb structure.
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Table A2: Specimen dimensions for glass-fiber shells
Shell Min. Shell Core
Radius Thickness Thickness Thickness Height Weight
Experiment Design (M) (mm) (MM) (mm) (m) (N)
1A Aluminum 0.105 0.800 0.749 10.3 0.177 1.988
2A Aluminum 0.105 0.826 0.775 10.3 0.177 2.073
3A Aluminum 0.105 0.826 0.775 17.1 0.177 2.166
4A Aluminum 0.105 0.813 0.762 17.1 0.177 2.135
1E Hollow 0.105 0.914 0.864 N/A 0.177 2.042
2E Hollow 0.105 1.168 1.118 N/A 0.177 2.460
3E Hollow 0.105 1.219 1.168 N/A 0.177 2.544
4E Hollow 0.105 0.889 0.838 N/A 0.177 1.988
5E Hollow 0.105 1.143 1.092 N/A 0.177 2.642
The weight of the epoxy is included, typically adding 15% to the weight of the specimen. All
cores are honeycomb structures.
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Table A3: Specimen failure loads for PETG shells
Actual Failure Theoretical Knock Down
Experiment Load (kN) Failure Load (kN) Factor
1N 5.24 14.3 0.366
2N 5.06 13.5 0.374
3N 5.02 13.6 0.370
4N 5.17 14.1 0.367
5N 5.20 13.8 0.375
6N 5.13 13.9 0.369
7N 5.11 13.9 0.368
8N 4.61 13.9 0.332
9N 5.02 13.8 0.363
1ON 4.75 13.9 0.342
1PC 4.32 14.3 0.301
2PC 4.72 15.4 0.307
3PC 4.36 14.3 0.304
4PC 4.44 14.8 0.300
5PC 4.11 13.8 0.298
6PC 4.32 14.8 0.291
7PC 4.79 14.8 0.323
8PC 4.14 14.4 0.288
9PC 4.75 15.1 0.314
1OPC 4.73 15.0 0.314
1P 3.78 6.3 0.598
2P 3.90 6.7 0.585
3P 3.83 6.7 0.575
4P 3.79 6.3 0.601
5P 3.44 6.0 0.572
6P 3.45 5.9 0.583
7P 3.67 5.5 0.664
8P 2.25 4.3 0.522
9P 2.31 4.3 0.531
lop 2.12 3.8 0.551
The theoretical failure loads are based on the minimum measured thickness of the shell. All cores
are honeycomb structure.
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Table A4: Specimen failure loads for glass-fiber shells
Actual Failure Theoretical Knock Down
Experiment Load (kN) Failure Load (kN) Factor
1A 21.4 138 0.155
2A 17.8 143 0.125
3A 25.0 143 0.175
4A 22.1 140 0.157
1E 18.2 46.0 0.396
2E 40.3 77.1 0.522
3E 42.3 84.2 0.502
4E 21.0 43.3 0.485
5E 44.5 73.6 0.605
The theoretical failure loads are based on the minimum measured thickness of the shell. All cores
are aluminum honeycomb structure.
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Table A5: Non-dimensional experimental data
W/2nR2Lp W/2nR 2 Lp
Exp. N/ERx1O5  (w/o E) W/2nR2Lp Exp. NIERxIO5  (w/o E) W/2nR2Lp
1N 10.59 0.0153 0.0155 IP 7.73 0.0147 0.0147
2N 10.25 0.0152 0.0154 2P 7.86 0.0145 0.0145
3N 10.13 0.0153 0.0155 3P 7.68 0.0145 0.0145
4N 10.38 0.0151 0.0154 4P 7.74 0.0145 0.0145
5N 10.43 0.0151 0.0152 5P 4.28 0.0120 0.0120
6N 10.21 0.0150 0.0152 6P 4.53 0.0121 0.0121
7N 10.22 0.0153 0.0155 7P 7.00 0.0144 0.0144
8N 9.20 0.0144 0.0146 8P 6.99 0.0144 0.0144
9N 10.14 0.0152 0.0154 9P 7.44 0.0145 0.0145
1ON 9.48 0.0145 0.0148 loP 4.67 0.0122 0.0122
IPC 8.68 0.0149 0.0151 1A 1.91 0.0089 0.0090
2PC 9.48 0.0149 0.0151 2A 1.59 0.0093 0.0094
3PC 8.78 0.0149 0.0153 3A 2.24 0.0097 0.0099
4PC 9.02 0.0152 0.0154 4A 1.97 0.0096 0.0097
5PC 8.33 0.0148 0.0150 1E 1.63 0.0092 0.0092
6PC 8.74 0.0150 0.0152 2E 3.60 0.0110 0.0110
7PC 9.69 0.0149 0.0152 3E 3.78 0.0114 0.0114
8PC 8.28 0.0146 0.0148 4E 1.88 0.0089 0.0089
9PC 9.53 0.0148 0.0150 5E 3.98 0.0118 0.0118
1OPC 9.48 0.0148 0.0152
Data used for (Fig. 6.16).
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Appendix III
Optimal design program
Maincontrol.m
%Can be edited to perform Axial or Bending Analysis for a Thin-Wall Cylinder
with
Cellular-Solid Core
%Note all values in Metric System (N, m, Pa, Kg/m3)
clear
%Design Specifications
%Loading Type (1 [Axial] or 2 [Bending])
loadtype=1;
%Select Shell Material (0 [User Specify Material and Properties], 1 [Eglass], 2
[Aluminum], 3
[Carbon Fiber], 4 [Aramid], 5 [Polycarbonate])
shellmat=1;
%If User Specified Shell Material Enter Properties (Metric Units Defined Above)
ShellMaterial='Material Name';
E=1E10;
Sigy=1E8;
p=1;
%Core Material (0 [User Specify Material and Properties], 1 [Eglass], 2
[Aluminum], 3 [Carbon
Fiber], 4 [Aramid], 5 [Polycarbonate])
coremat=1;
%If User Specified Core Material Enter Properties
CoreMaterial='Material Name';
Es=1E10;
ps=1;
%Core Type (1 [Honeycomb], 2 [Foam])
coreitype=1;
%Radius of Shell
a=[.1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1];
%Shell Thickness (1 [Shell Thickness], 2 [a/t Ratio])
thickspec=1;
%Input Shell Thickness or a/t Values
J=[ .33E-3 .40E-3 .50E-3 .75E-3 1.OE-3 1.5E-3 2.OE-3];
%Display Options
%Output Material Properties ('0' [Off] '1' [Normal] '2' [Advanced])
Display=2;
%Display Specimen Identification ('1' [Yes] '0' [No])
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SpecID=1;
%Call Function Loading
Loading;
Loading.m
%Determines the stresses and failure loads/modes of hollow and cored tubes
%Call Function Specimen Identification
SpecIdentify;
%Call Function Design Specification Calculator
Designspecs;
if load_type==l
%Hollow Tube
%Stress
SigH=(E.*teql)./(a.*(3*(1-v.^2)).^(.5));
%Buckling Load Failure
PbH=SigH.*teq.*2.*3.1415.*a;
%Buckle or Yield Analysis
if SigH>Sigy
fprintf (['Hollow Cylinder Fails by Yielding\n'])
SigfH=Sigy;
else
fprintf(['Hollow Cylinder Fails by Buckling\n'])
SigfH=SigH;
end
%Actual Load Failure
PfH=SigfH.*teq.*2.*3.1415.*a;
fprintf(['The Hollow Failure Load is (N): \n'])
fprintf([num2str(PfH), '\n'])
%Non-Dimensional Failure Load
NDLH=100000*PfH./ (2.*3.14159.*a.*a.*E);
%Non-Dimensional Weight
NDWH=teq./a;
%Core Tube
%Stress
SigC=E./ (4.*(1-v.A2).*(ambdat.^2));
%Buckling Load Failure
PbC=SigC.*t.*2.*3.1415.*a;
%Buckle or Yield Analysis
if SigC>Sigy
fprintf(['\nThe Cored Cylinder Fails by Yielding\n'])
SigfC=Sigy;
else
fprintf(['\nThe Cored Cylinder Fails by Buckling\n'])
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SigfC=SigC;
end
%Actual Load Failure
PfC=SigfC.*t.*2.*3.1415.*a;
fprintf(['The Cored Cylinder Failure Load is (N): \n'])
fprintf([num2str(PfC), 
'\n'])
%Non-Dimensional Failure Load
NDLC=100000*PfC./(2.*3.14159.*a.*a.*E);
%Non-Dimensional Weight
NDWC=(t./a+tc.*pcp.*(a-tc./2)./(a.^12));
%Output Load Bearing Capability Improvement (P[C]/P[H])
fprintf(['\nThe Load Bearing Improvement Ratio P[C]/P[H] is: \n'])
PCPH=PfC./PfH;
fprintf([num2str(PCPH), '\n\n'])
elseif load_type==2
%Hollow Tube
%Bending Moment
MbH=.939*a.*E.*(teq.A2)/ ((1-vA2)A.5);
%Stress
SigH=MbH.*a./IH;
%Buckle or Yield Analysis
if SigH>Sigy
fprintf(['Hollow Cylinder Fails by Yielding\n'])
SigfH=Sigy;
else
fprintf(['Hollow Cylinder Fails by Buckling\n'])
SigfH=SigH;
end
%Actual Bending Moment at Failure
MfH=SigfH.*IH./a;
fprintf(['The Hollow Cylinder Failure Moment is (Nm): \n'])
fprintf([num2str(MfH), '\n'])
%Non-Dimensional Failure Moment
NDMH=100000*MfH.*teq./ (2.*3.14159.*a.*a.*E);
%Non-Dimensional Weight
NDWH=teq./a;
%Core Tube
%Bending Moment
MbC=3.14159*E.*a.*(t.A2).*(1-1.5*zetad).*fl.*F.*(1-3*zetad)./ (1-zetad);
MbC=3.14159*E.*a.*(t.A2).*(1-1.5*zetad).*(zetad.A .5).*(F.A.5).*(G. A .5)./((1-
vA2)A.5);
%Stress
SigC=MbC.*(1-zetad).*a./IC;
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%Buckle or Yield Analysis
if SigC>Sigy
fprintf(['\nCored Cylinder Fails by Yielding\n'])
SigfC=Sigy;
else
fprintf(['\nCored Cylinder Fails by Buckling\n'])
SigfC=SigC;
end
%Actual Bending Moment at Failure
MfC=SigfC.*IC./ (a.*(1-zetad));
fprintf(['The Cored Cylinder Failure Moment is (Nm): \n'])
fprintf([num2str(MfC), '\n'])
%Output Moment Bearing Capability Improvement (M[C]/M[H])
fprintf(['\nThe Load Bearing Improvement Ratio M[C]/M[H] is: \n'])
MCMH=MfC./MfH;
fprintf([num2str(MCMH), '\n\n'])
%Non-Dimensional Failure Moment
NDMC=100000*MfC.*t./ (2.*3.14159.*a.*a.*E);
%Non-Dimensional Weight
NDWC=(t./a+tc.*pcp.*(a-tc./2)./(a.^2));
end
%Call Function Plot Charts
Plots;
Specddentify.m
%Specimen Identification Output
if SpecID==1;
%Core Output
if coremat==O;
corematerial= CoreMaterial;
elseif coremat==1;
corematerial= 'Eglass';
elseif coremat==2;
corematerial= 'Aluminum';
elseif coremat==3;
corematerial= 'Carbon Fiber';
elseif core_mat==4;
corematerial= 'Aramid';
elseif coremat==5;
corematerial= 'Polycarbonate';
end
%Shell Output
if shellmat==O;
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shellmaterial=ShellMaterial;
elseif shellmat==1;
shellmaterial= 'Eglass';
elseif shellmat==2;
shellmaterial= 'Aluminum';
elseif shellmat==3;
shellmaterial= 'Carbon Fiber';
elseif shellmat==4;
shellmaterial= 'Aramid';
elseif shellmat==5;
shellmaterial= 'Polycarbonate';
end
%Core Type Output
if core-type==1;
coredesign='Honeycomb';
elseif core_type==2;
coredesign='Foam';
end
%Load Type Output
if loaditype==1;
loaddesign='Axial Compression';
elseif load_type==2
loaddesign='Pure Bending';
end
%Final Output
fprintf([num2str(load design),' of ', num2str(shell material), ' Shell with',
num2str(core material), '', num2str(core-design), ' Core\n\n'],'FontSize',14)
end
Designspecs.m
% Design Specifications
%Determine Shell Thickness of Specimen with Core
if thickspec==1
t=J;
atratio=a./t;
elseif thickspec==2
t=a./J
atratio=a./t;
end
%Determine Minimum Modulus Ratio
if loaditype==1
EcEMin=((4/3)*(t./a)). (3/2);
end
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if load_type==2
EcEMin=((2/3)*(t./a)). (3/2);
end
%Call Function Material Properties
Materialproperties;
%Design Specifications
alpha=Ec/E;
lambdat= ((3-vc) *(1 +vc) /(12* (1-V^2))./alpha).^ (1/3);
lambda=lambdat.*t;
tc=5*lambda;
teq=t.*(1+(tc.*pcp./ (2.*t)) .*(2.-tc./ a));
if load_type==2
%Call Function Bending Properties
BendingProperties;
end
Materialproperties.m
%Determine Material Properties (Metric)
%Shell Material Properties
if shellmat==O %User Specified Material
E=E; %Modulus
Sigy=Sigy; %Yield Strength
p=p; %Density
elseif shellmat==1 %Eglass
E=3.8e10;
Sigy=7.5e8;
p=1.93;
elseif shellmat==2 %Aluminum
E=6.9e10;
Sigy=2.1e8;
p=2.7;
elseif shellmat==3 %CarbonFiber
E=2.2e11;
Sigy=1.4e9;
p=1.70;
elseif shellmat==4 %Aramid
E=8.3e10;
Sigy=1.3e9;
p=1.44;
elseif shellmat==5 %Polycarbonate
E=2.6E9;
Sigy=6.6E7;
p=1.2;
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end
v=0.3; %Poissons Ratio Shell
vc=.3; %Poissons Ratio Core
%Ideal Optimized Modulus Ratio
if loadjtype==1 %Axial
EcEI=(a./a).*(2*(3-vc)*(1+vc)*((1-vA2)A.5)/3)*((Sigy/E)A (3/2)); %Optimal
Ec/E for Axial Load
elseif loaditype==2 %Bending
EcEI=(a./a).*(2*(3-vc)*(1+vc)*((1-vA2)A .5)/3)*((Sigy/(E))A (3/2));
end
%Core Material Properties
if coremat==O %User Defined Core
Es=Es; %Modulus of the solid the core is comprised of
ps=ps; %Density of the solid the core is comprised of
elseif coremat==1 %Eglass
Es=3.8e10;
ps=1.93;
elseif coremat==2 %Aluminum
Es=6.9e10;
ps=2.7;
elseif coremat==3 %CarbonFiber
Es=2.2e11;
ps=1.70;
elseif coremat==4 %Aramid
Es=8.3e1O;
ps=1.44;
elseif coremat==5 %Polycarbonate
Es=2.6E9;
ps=1.2;
end
vc=0.3; %Poissons Ratio Core
EcE=max(EcEI,EcEMin);
Ec=EcE.*E;
if coreitype==1
pcps=Ec./Es;
elseif core-type==2
pcps=(Ec./Es)A .5;
end
pc=pcps.*ps;
pcp=pc./p;
Plots.m
%Display Material Properties
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if Display==1
fprintf(['The Shell Modulus is (Pa): \n'])
fprintf([num2str(E), '\n'])
fprintf(['The Shell Failure Strength is (Pa): \n'])
fprintf([num2str(Sigy), '\n'])
fprintf(['The Shell Density is (Kg/mA3): \n'])
fprintf([num2str(p), '\n'])
fprintf (['The Core Modulus is (Pa): \n'])
fprintf([num2str(Ec), '\n'])
fprintf(['The Core Density is (Kg/mA3): \n'])
fprintf([num2str(pc), '\n'])
fprintf(['The Thickness of the Core is (m): \n'])
fprintf([num2str(tc), '\n'])
fprintf(['The Thickness of the Equivalent Hollow Cylinder is (m): \n'])
fprintf([num2str(teq), '\n'])
elseif Display==2
fprintf(['The Shell Modulus is (Pa): '])
fprintf([num2str(E), '\n'])
fprintf (['The Shell Failure Strength is (Pa): '])
fprintf([num2str(Sigy), '\n'])
fprintf (['The Shell Density is (Kg/mA3): '])
fprintf([num2str(p), '\n'])
fprintf (['The Modulus of the Solid the Core is Comprised of is (Pa): '])
fprintf([num2str(Es), '\n'])
fprintf(['The Density of the Solid the Core is Comprised of is (Kg/mA3): '])
fprintf([num2str(ps), '\n'])
fprintf(['The Core Modulus is (Pa): \n'])
fprintf([num2str(Ec), '\n'])
fprintf (['The Core Density is (Kg/mA3): \n'])
fprintf([num2str(pc), '\n'])
fprintf(['The Thickness of the Core is (m): \n'])
fprintf([num2str(tc), '\n'])
fprintf(['The Thickness of the Equivalent Hollow Cylinder is (m): \n'])
fprintf([num2str(teq), '\n'])
fprintf(['The Optimal Ec/E Ratio is: \n'])
fprintf([num2str(EcE), '\n'])
fprintf(['Poissons Ratio of the Shell is: '])
fprintf([num2str(v), '\n'])
fprintf(['Possons Ratio of the Core is: '])
fprintf([num2str(vc), '\n'])
if load-type==2
fprintf(['Degree of Ovalization at Buckling is: \n'])
fprintf([num2str(zeta), '\n'])
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fprintf(['Moment of Inertia for the Hollow Cylinder is: \n'])
fprintf([num2str(IH), '\n'])
fprintf(['Moment of Inertia for the Cored Cylinder is: \n'])
fprintf([num2str(IC), '\n'])
end
end
%Plot Charts
clf;
%Axial Compressive Load
if load-Jype==1
figure(1);
subplot(2,1,1);
plot(atratio,PCPH,'- b')
xlabel('a/t ratio','FontSize',14)
ylabel('P[C]/P[H]','FontSize',14)
title([num2str(load-design),' of ' num2str(shell-material), 'Shell with',
num2str(core material), '', num2str(core design), 'Core'],'FontSize',14)
figure(1);
subplot(2,1,2);
plot(NDLC,NDWC,'- b', NDLH, NDWH,'-- r')
h=legend('Cored Cylinder', 'Hollow Cylinder');
xlabel('N/ER x 10A5','FontSize',14)
ylabel('W/2piRL\rho','FontSize',14)
title([num2str(loaddesign), ''],'FontSize',14)
end
%Bending Load
if loaditype==2
figure(1);
subplot(2,1,1);
plot(atratio,MCMH,'- b')
xlabel('a/t ratio','FontSize',14)
ylabel('M[C]/M[H]','FontSize',14)
title([num2str(load-design),' of' num2str(shell material), 'Shell with',
num2str(core material),' ', num2str(core design), 'Core'],'FontSize',14)
figure(1);
subplot(2,1,2);
plot(NDMC,NDWC,'- b', NDMH, NDWH,'-- r')
h=legend('Cored Cylinder', 'Hollow Cylinder');
xlabel('Mt/2piERA2 x 10A5',FontSize',14)
ylabel('W/2piRL\rho','FontSize',14)
title([num2str(load-design), ''],'FontSize',14)
end
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BendingProperties.m
%Bending Properties
h=t./ ((1-V.^ 2).^.5);
beta=(3-5*vc)/ ((1+vc)*(1-2*vc));
betap=vcA2*(5-2*vc)/ ((1+vc)*(1-2*vc));
f1=(a./t)./(4*(1-v.A2).*((lambdat) .A2));
F=(1+(.25*alpha.*a./t).*(1-(1-5*lambda./a). 4));
G=(1+((2*alpha.*beta.*(a.^3))./(3*t.*(h. 2))).*(1-(1-5*lambda./a).^2));
%Call Function Zeta Solver
dawsonzetasolver
%Bending Moment Core and Hollow Tubes
IC=3.14159*(a.A3).*t.*F.*(1-1.5.*zetad);
IH=(3.14159/64)*((2*a+teq).^4-(2*a-teq).^4);
dawsonzetasolver.m
%Determine Reasonable Zeta Value using Brazier Ovalization
zetad=(2/9)*(+(alpha.*betap.*a./ (8.*t))./(1+.25*alpha.*a./t));
%zeta=(a./a).*1e-3; %Guess zeta value
%Left Side Zeta Function
zetaL=(zetad.A.5).*(1-zetad)./(1-3*zetad);
%Derivative Left Side Zeta Function
zetaLP=.5*(1+3*(zetad.^2))./((zetad.A.5).*((-1+3*zetad).^2));
%Right Side Zeta Function
zetaR=fl.*((1-vA2) .A.5).*((F./G).A.5);
%zetaR=3.87e-2;
x=0;
while ((abs(zetaR-zetaL)>5e-5) & x<10000)
zetaO=(zetad.A.5).*(1-zetad)./ (1-3*zetad)-zetaR;
zetaLP=.5*(1+3*(zetad.A2))./((zetad. .5).*((-1+3*zetad). 2));
x=x+1;
zetad=zetad-(zetaO./zetaLP);
end
%Outputs
x;
%Check zetaL should approx equal zetaR
zetaL=zetaO+zetaR;
zetaR;
zetad;
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Design code detailed output
Axial Compression of Eglass Shell with Eglass Honeycomb Core
Hollow Cylinder Fails by Buckling
The Hollow Failure Load is (N):
19809.3, 28545.4, 44515.8, 99675.4, 176340.1, 392906.8, 691675.0
The Cored Cylinder Fails by Yielding
The Cored Cylinder Failure Load is (N):
156917.9, 188490.0, 235612.5, 353418.7, 471225.0, 706837.5, 942450.0
The Load Bearing Improvement Ratio P[C]/P[H] is:
7.92, 6.60, 5.29, 3.54, 2.67, 1.79, 1.36
The Shell Modulus is (Pa): 38,000,000,000
The Shell Failure Strength is (Pa): 750,000,000
The Shell Density is (Kg/mA3): 1.93
The Modulus of the Solid the Core is Comprised of is (Pa): 38,000,000,000
The Density of the Solid the Core is Comprised of is (Kg/mA3): 1.93
The Core Modulus is (Pa):
235199638.7, 235199638.7, 235199638.7, 235199638.7, 235199638.7, 235199638.7,
235199638.7
The Core Density is (Kg/mA3):
0.0119, 0.0119, 0.0119, 0.0119, 0.0119, 0.0119, 0.0119,
The Thickness of the Core is (m):
0.00621, 0.00746, 0.00932, 0.0139, 0.0186, 0.0279, 0.0373
The Thickness of the Equivalent Hollow Cylinder is (m):
0.000370, 0.000444, 0.00055, 0.000830, 0.00110, 0.0016, 0.00218
The Optimal Ec/E Ratio is:
0.00618, 0.00618, 0.00618, 0.00618, 0.00618, 0.00618, 0.00618
Poissons Ratio of the Shell is: 0.3
Possons Ratio of the Core is: 0.3
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Figure AIII.l: Output figures of Design code. (a) The ratio of elastic buckling load in axial 
compression of a shell with ideally designed, honeycomb core to an equivalent hollow shell 
plotted against the ratio of the shell radius to shell thickness. (b) The non-dimensional weight as a 
function of the non-dimensional load, comparing the optimized cylinder with the compliant core 
to an equivalent hollow cylinder. All materials are assumed to be glass-fiber. 
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Appendix IV
Suppliers and Distributors
Power & Composite Technologies
Phone: (518) 842-6825
Address: 200 Wallins Corners Rd. Amserdam, NY 12010.
Materials: Glass-epoxy cylinders
Performance Rocketry
Phone: (814) 536-8491
Address: 883 Ragers Hill Rd. South Fork, PA 15856
Materials: Glass-epoxy cylinders
Flex Products
Phone: (800) 526-6273
Address: 640 Dell Rd. Carlstadt, NJ 07072
Materials: Glycol-modified polyethylene terephthalate (PETG)
Texas Almet, Inc
Phone: (817) 649-7056
Address: 2800 E. Randol Mill Rd, Arlington, TX 76011.
Materials: Aluminum Honeycomb
Plascore
Phone: (616) 772-1220
Address: 615 N. Fariview St, Zeeland, MI 49464-9586
Materials: Nomex and Polycarbonate Honeycomb
West Systems
Phone: (866) 937-8797
Address: 102 Patterson Ave, Bay City, MI 48707-0665
Materials: West Systems Epoxy
Plas Tech Sealing Technologies
Phone: (951) 737-2228
Address: 252 Mariah Cir, Corona, CA 92879
Materials: Inflatable air bladder
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